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With vast databases at their disposal, private tech companies can compete with

public statistical agencies to provide population statistics. However, private com-

panies face different incentives to provide high-quality statistics and to protect the

privacy of the people whose data are used. When both privacy protection and sta-

tistical accuracy are public goods, private providers tend to produce at least one

suboptimally, but it is not clear which. In the first paper, we model a firm that pub-

lishes statistics under a guarantee of differential privacy. We prove that provision

by the private firm results in inefficiently low data quality in this framework.

When Google or the U.S. Census Bureau publish detailed statistics on brows-

ing habits or neighborhood characteristics, some privacy is lost for everybody

while supplying public information. In the second paper, we assert that to date,

economists have not focused on the privacy loss inherent in data publication. In

their stead, these issues have been advanced almost exclusively by computer sci-

entists who are primarily interested in technical problems associated with pro-

tecting privacy. Economists should join the discussion, first, to determine where

to balance privacy protection against data quality; a social choice problem. Fur-

thermore, economists must ensure new privacy models preserve the validity of

public data for economic research.



Differential privacy is a mathematical tool for protecting the confidentiality of

records belonging to individuals. One of the key premises of differential privacy

is that any measurement based on the confidential data must be altered with care-

fully chosen random noise before publication. In the third paper, we consider a

scenario where the deployment of differentially private disclosure limitation tech-

nologies by official statistical agencies may not always occur under ideal condi-

tions. For instance, internal decisions or external requirements (e.g., legal or con-

tractual obligations) may stipulate that certain statistics must be published exactly.

Additionally, overlapping datasets may have already been published. In this pa-

per, we explain (1) the semantics of algorithms that satisfy differential privacy,

(2) how the semantics are affected by release of exact statistics (computed directly

from the confidential data), (3) how to attribute responsibility for any resulting

information leakage, (4) how to provide privacy semantics for the combined in-

formation leakage.
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CHAPTER 1

SUBOPTIMAL PROVISION OF PRIVACY AND STATISTICAL ACCURACY

WHEN THEY ARE PUBLIC GOODS

1.1 Introduction

Traditionally, statistical agencies have been charged with publishing summaries

of data collected from the nation’s citizens and businesses. Their data collection

activities are expensive, and at risk of losing funding, despite an increasing de-

mand for reliable data.1 In this environment, one option is to augment, or replace,

public statistical programs with information collected by private companies. In-

deed, companies that aggregate personal data—e.g., Apple, Facebook, Google,

Indeed, LinkedIn, Microsoft, Uber, Upwork—are under pressure to use their vast

databases in the public interest. They are, often in collaboration with academic

researchers, developing innovative data products like Google Trends (Choi and

Varian 2012), the Billion Prices Project (Cavallo and Rigobon 2016), and the Uni-

versity of Michigan Social Media Job Loss Index (Antenucci et al. 2014). Clearly,

the private sector is capable of producing innovative data products and could

provide them competitively to the public.

Why are population statistics provided by public statistical agencies rather

than private firms? There are a number of potential explanations, but in this pa-

per we focus on inefficiencies in how private providers trade off data privacy and
1For evidence of increasing demand for Census data, see the discussion in Ruggles et al. (2019).
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accuracy. Following the fundamental law of information recovery (Dinur and Nis-

sim 2003), increasing the accuracy of published statistical summaries necessarily

results in a loss of privacy for the data owners. This means statistical agencies

must perform a balancing act. Published statistics should be as accurate as possi-

ble without revealing too much information about any single individual or busi-

ness. When the benefits of more accurate population statistics and privacy losses

are shared by all citizens, we show that private provision will result in inefficiently

low levels of data accuracy and inefficiently high levels of privacy protection.

To establish suboptimality of the private provision of population statistics, we

model the problem faced by a private data custodian who wants to sell population

statistics. Our model extends Ghosh and Roth (2015, GR hereafter), who consider

the problem of a data custodian, or producer, with legal possession of confiden-

tial data that was originally provided by data owners. The custodian wants to

sell population statistics based on the confidential data to data users, who need

the statistical summaries sold by the custodian to improve decision-making. We

formalize the tradeoff between privacy and accuracy by assuming the custodian

publishes using a differentially private mechanism. Operating this mechanism to

publish statistics with a given level of accuracy requires the data owners to in-

cur a known and quantifiable loss of privacy. Ghosh and Roth (2015) establish a

minimum-cost method for purchasing privacy-loss rights from the data owners.

Unlike Ghosh and Roth, who treat the demand for accuracy as exogenous, we

assume an endogenous demand for data accuracy, and focus on its implications

for the efficiency of private provision. The producer therefore balances the de-
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mand for statistical accuracy against a demand for privacy protection. We model

consumers who have heterogeneous preferences for the accuracy of the published

statistical summaries, as well as for privacy protection. This formulation nests the

more intuitive case in which the users of data are distinct from the population on

whom data are collected.

Our model of data publication is based on differential privacy (Dwork 2006;

Dwork et al. 2006; 2017), which has been adopted by tech companies like Google

and Apple, as well as by the U.S. Census Bureau.2 Differential privacy is an ap-

proach to publishing statistical summaries from confidential data sources that al-

lows the publisher to make explicit, mathematically rigorous, statements about

how much privacy—measured as a quantity—is lost with each publication. Fur-

thermore, differentially private publications can induce an explicit positive rela-

tionship between accuracy of the published data and the amount of privacy loss.3

Crucially, we model both privacy protection and accuracy as public goods.

Thus, it is not a priori obvious whether the private provider will provide too much

or too little privacy protection. Data accuracy is a public good, since any con-

sumer may access and use the published data without reducing its accuracy for

some other consumer (it is non-rival) and no consumer can block another con-

sumer’s use (it is non-excludable). In plain English, all persons can learn and

2See, for example, Erlingsson et al. (2014), Differential Privacy Team (2017), and Abowd and
Schmutte (2019) regarding applications of differential privacy at Google, Apple, and Census re-
spectively.

3For a non-technical introduction to differential privacy, see Wood et al. (2018). See Heffetz
and Ligett (2014) for an introduction targeted toward economists. For a more comprehensive
treatment, see Dwork and Roth (2014).
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benefit from the use of high-quality data by others, and they can also access those

data directly themselves. They value what they learn. And they understand that

what they learn is more useful if it is more accurate. Privacy protection is also a

public good because all individuals in the database benefit from the same level of

privacy protection embodied in the producer’s data publication process, an im-

plication of the Ghosh-Roth mechanism (non-rivalry in consumption for privacy

protection).

We find that private provision results in suboptimally low data accuracy. As

in Samuelson’s classic model (Samuelson 1954), the external benefit of data accu-

racy to all consumers is not captured by the willingness-to-pay of the consumer

with the greatest private value. By contrast, the demand for privacy protection is

derived from the data provider’s cost-minimization problem. The provider buys

just enough data-use rights (privacy loss) to sell the data accuracy to the consumer

with the highest valuation. All other consumers use the published data for free.4

While the suboptimality of private provision of public goods is well-

understood (Spence 1975), modeling the origin and nature of suboptimality in the

market for population statistics is not. Given the adoption of differential privacy

by the U.S. Census Bureau, and the increasing demand for public data products

from tech companies, it is important to consider how markets might, and might

not, appropriately balance society’s interests in privacy protection and data qual-

ity (Abowd and Schmutte 2019). Our paper is also broadly related to recent work

4Study of this case may be of special interest for some business-data collection for industries
with a small number of dominant organizations.
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in the economics of privacy (Acquisti et al. 2016; Heffetz and Ligett 2014; Goldfarb

et al. 2015), which focuses on the role of privacy in facilitating the efficient use of

customer data. Few papers have considered the economic tradeoff between pri-

vacy protection and data quality in the production of population statistics. Ghosh

and Roth (2015), on which we build, and related papers in electronic commerce

(Li et al. 2014) assume the demand for accuracy is exogenous. In some settings,

this is appropriate—for example, when a company is mining its customer data

for internal use. Publishing data summaries is, as we now show, another matter

altogether.

1.2 Preliminary Concepts

This section provides our formal definitions of privacy and data accuracy. Our

definitions are based on a computer science literature studying formal privacy,

and so may be unfamiliar to economists. Our summary draws on several sources

to which we refer the reader who is interested in more details (Hardt and Roth-

blum 2010; Dwork and Roth 2014; Wasserman and Zhou 2010; Heffetz and Ligett

2014; Abowd and Schmutte 2019). Our notation follows Dwork and Roth (2014).

We introduce the notion of differential privacy, which is key to understand-

ing our analysis. Differentially private data publications do not allow an outsider

to learn “too much” about any individual data record based on statistical sum-

maries of the full database. For our purposes, this framework is useful because
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differential privacy tells us, for any level of data accuracy, how much privacy loss

an efficient provider must be willing to tolerate.

1.2.1 Databases and Queries

A data custodian (e.g., Facebook, Google, the U.S. Census Bureau) possesses a

database, D. Think of D as a table in which each row represents information

for a single individual and each column represents a single characteristic to be

measured. The database D contains N rows. We assume all variables are dis-

crete and finite-valued, but this is not restrictive since continuous data are always

given discrete, finite representations when recorded on search logs, email con-

tents, network features, social media posts, censuses, surveys, or administrative

record systems.

The notion of a neighboring database is crucial for the definition of differential

privacy. Differential privacy captures the idea that published output should not

change “too much” based on a single data item. We say database D1 is a neigh-

boring database of D if D1 can be obtained by modifying a single row in D. We

denote by D the set of all admissible databases.5

Data users are interested in learning answers to a database query. A query is

a function, Q : D Ñ RK that maps input databases, D P D to a vector in RK .

5Formally, D and D1 are neighbors if the `1-norm of the difference in their histogram represen-
tations is 2. See Appendix A.0.1.
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The concept of a database query can admit standard population statistics, like

subgroup counts, means, variances, and so on, but is much broader. The case we

consider in this paper focuses on publication of a single-valued query, but note

that in general the query answer QpDq may be vector-valued.

1.2.2 Query Release Mechanisms, Privacy, and Accuracy

The data curator operates a query release mechanism that provides answers to

queries Q given a database D.

Definition 1 (Query Release Mechanism) Let Q be a set of admissible single-valued

queries. A query release mechanism M is a random function M : D � Q Ñ R

whose inputs are a database D and a query Q. The mechanism output is a

probabilistic response to the query. The probability of observing B � R is

Pr rMpD,Qq P B|D,Qs, the conditional probability, given D and Q, that the pub-

lished query answer is in B P B, where B are the measurable subsets of R.

Differential Privacy

Our definitions of differential privacy and accuracy for the query release mecha-

nism follow Dwork et al. (2006) and Kifer and Machanavajjhala (2011). 6

6Following the setup in Ghosh and Roth (2015), we are using the variant of differential privacy
now known as bounded differential privacy. This means that the total number of records in the
confidential database, called N below, is publicly known.
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Definition 2 (ε-differential privacy) Query release mechanismM satisfies ε-differential

privacy if for ε ¡ 0, for all pairs of neighboring databases D,D1, all queries Q P Q,

and all B P B

Pr rMpD,Qq P B|D,Qs ¤ eε Pr rMpD1, Qq P B|D1, Qs ,

where B are the measurable subsets of R, and the randomness in M is due exclu-

sively to the mechanism and not the process generating the database D.

Accuracy

We next define our measure of accuracy. For any query, Q P Q, the query release

mechanism returns an answer, a, that depends on the input database, the con-

tent of the query response, and the randomization induced by the query release

mechanism.

Definition 3 (pα, βq-accuracy) Query release mechanism M satisfies pα, βq-accuracy

if for Q P Q and a output from MpD,Qq,

Pr
�
|a�QpDq| ¤ α

��� D,Q	 ¥ 1� β

where a,QpDq P R.

This definition guarantees that the error in the answer provided by the mechanism

is bounded above by αwith probability p1�βq.7 The probabilities in the definition

of pα, βq-accuracy are induced by the query release mechanism.
7This definition also appears in a more general form in Gupta et al. (2012).
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1.2.3 Example

To illustrate the problem stylized by the model, consider the following scenario.

Under Public Law 94-171, the U.S. Census Bureau publishes the number of

individuals of Hispanic origin in each census block. Many blocks have small pop-

ulations. Publishing the size of the Hispanic population without statistical disclo-

sure limitation can lead to disclosure of the ethnicity of individuals in that block.

Framed in terms of the model, the database of interest, D, has one row for

each person in a given block, and includes a binary indicator of their Hispanic

origin. A neighboring database, D1, has the same rows, but the Hispanic origin

is changed for exactly one entry. The query of interest, QpDq, is the proportion of

individuals of Hispanic origin in the block. If the Census Bureau publishes the

answer to QpDq exactly, then an attacker who knows the Hispanic origin of all

but one individual can learn the origin of the remaining individual with certainty.

If, instead, it publishes a noisy proportion under a differentially private query

release mechanism, MpD,Qq, such an attacker will remain uncertain of the origin

of the remaining individual. The question is whether the noisy proportion still

measures the true proportion with sufficient accuracy.

In the preceding example, the attribute of interest is a binary indicator. This

may seem to be a restrictive assumption. As we noted earlier, continuous data are

generally given discrete, finite representations when recorded in databases. For

instance, Public Law 94-171 also requires publication of the number of individu-
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als in blocks and tracts, classified by age, a continuous feature. However, in the

database D, age is discretized to single years, and for block-level tabulations, to

year ranges. An 52-year old individual is thus recorded as the binary response to

the query “age = 52”. More generally, our model applies for publication of any

predicate query that asks whether an individual’s characteristics satisfy a set of

binary conditions.

1.3 Private Provision of Population Statistics

In this section, we model a data provider selling public statistics produced accord-

ing to a differentially private mechanism by purchasing rights to use records in an

underlying confidential database. Since accuracy and privacy protection are both

public goods, the consequences of private provision are theoretically ambiguous

until further structure is placed on the model. Given the structure below, we prove

that too little data accuracy and too much privacy will be supplied by a private

provider compared to the social welfare maximizing solution.
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1.3.1 Model Setup

Each of N private individuals possesses a single bit of information, bi, that is al-

ready stored in a database maintained by a trusted curator.8 In addition to their

private information, each individual is endowed with income, yi.

Individuals each consume one unit of the published statistic, which has accu-

racy I defined in terms of pα, βq-accuracy, that is I � p1 � αq. Since I is a public

good, all consumers enjoy the benefits of I , but each consumer is charged the

market price pI , to be determined within the model, for her “share” of I , which

we denote Ii, and the balance of the public good, which we denote I˜i is paid for

by the other consumers. Thus, I � Ii � I˜i for all consumers.

The preferences of consumer i are given by the indirect utility function

vi
�
yi, εi, Ii, I

˜i
� � ln yi � pεεi � γiεi � ηi

�
Ii � I˜i

�� pIIi. (1.1)

Equation (1.1) implies that preferences are quasilinear in data accuracy, I , privacy

loss, εi, and log income, ln yi.9 We incorporate income and accuracy in the utility

function because they are required for the arguments in this section.

8Trusted curator can have a variety of meanings. We mean that the database is held by an entity,
governmental or private, whose legal authority to hold the data is not challenged and whose
physical data security is adequate to prevent privacy breaches due to theft of the confidential data
themselves. We do not model how the trusted curator got possession of the data, but we do restrict
all publications based on these data to use statistics produced by a query release mechanism that
meets the same privacy and confidentiality constraints.

9In this section, we keep the description of preferences for data accuracy and privacy protection
as close as possible to the GR specification. They allow for the possibility that algorithms exist that
can provide differential privacy protection that varies with i; hence εi appears in equation (1.1).
They subsequently prove that εi � ε for all i in their Theorem 3.3.
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The term pε is the common price per unit of privacy, also to be determined by

the model. The receipt pεεi represents the total payment an individual receives if

her bit is used in an ε-differentially private mechanism. The individual’s marginal

preferences for data accuracy (a “good”) and privacy loss (a “bad,” really an input

here), pηi, γiq ¡ 0, are not known to the data provider, but their population distri-

butions are public information. Therefore, the mechanism for procuring privacy

has to be individually rational and dominant-strategy truthful.

We do not include any explicit interaction between the publication of statisti-

cal data and the market for private goods. This assumption is not without conse-

quence, and we make it to facilitate exposition of our key point: that data accuracy

may be under-provided due to its public-good properties. Violations of privacy

might affect the goods market through targeted advertising and price discrimina-

tion. The accuracy of public statistics may also spill over to the goods market by

making firms more efficient. These are topics for future work.

1.3.2 The Cost of Producing Data Accuracy

A supplier of statistical information wants to produce an pα, βq-accurate estimate,

ŝ, of the population statistic

s � 1

N

Ņ

i�1

bi (1.2)

i.e., a normalized query estimating the proportion of individuals with the property

encoded in bi. This property could be something highly sensitive, such as the
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individual’s citizenship status, sexual orientation, or whether she suffers from a

particular health condition.

Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 in Ghosh and Roth (2015) prove that publishing the

statistic

ŝ � 1

N

�
� Ḩ

i�1

bi � αN

2
�

1{2� ln 1
β

	 � Lap

�
1

ε


�� (1.3)

provides pα, βq-accuracy, and requires a privacy loss of εi � ε � 1{2�ln p1{βq
αN

from

H � N � αN
1{2�ln p1{βq

members of the population. Lap
�
1
ε

�
represents a draw from

the Laplace distribution with mean 0 and scale parameter 1
ε
.

Purchasing the data-use rights from theH least privacy-loving members of the

population; i.e., those with the smallest γi, is the minimum-cost, envy-free imple-

mentation mechanism (Ghosh and Roth 2015).10 GR provide two mechanisms for

implementing their VCG auction. We rely on their mechanism MinCostAuction

and the properties given in their Proposition 4.5. See Appendix A.0.2 for addi-

tional details.11

We now derive the producer’s problem of providing the statistic for a given

level of data accuracy, I . If pε is the payment per unit of privacy loss, the total cost

10We note for completeness that the statistic ŝ, while computed on only H cases from the popu-
lation of N , is evaluated relative to the population quantity s. GR use the same accuracy measure
as we do; namely Definition 3 with a single query in the query set, although they assume β � 1

3
throughout. We restrict the choice of β to β   1{ p1�?

eq; the threshold required by the proof
technique in GR, Theorem 3.1. Statisticians often use mean squared error instead of the absolute
error embodied in this definition. Nevertheless, the statistic ŝ also trades-off bias and variance
relative to the correct population statistic. The term αN{ r2 p1{2� ln p1{βqqs is a bias correction.

11Note that the result in equation (1.3) holds regardless of any correlation between privacy pref-
erences and data values. That is, even if it is biased, the summary produced using data from those
consumers with the lowest privacy preferences still satisfies the accuracy guarantee.
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of production is cpIq � pεHε, where the right-hand side terms can be defined in

terms of I as follows. Using the arguments above, the producer must purchase

from HpIq consumers the right to use their data to compute ŝ. Then,

HpIq � N � p1� IqN
1{2� ln p1{βq . (1.4)

Under the VCG mechanism, the price of privacy loss must be pε � Q
�
HpIq
N

	
,

where Q is the quantile function with respect to the population distribution of

privacy preferences, Fγ . The lowest price at which the fraction HpIq
N

of consumers

do better by selling the right to use their bit, bi, with ε pIq units of differential

privacy is pε. HpIq is increasing in I . The total cost of producing I is

CV CGpIq � Q

�
HpIq
N



HpIqεpIq, (1.5)

where the production technology derived by GR implies

εpIq � 1{2� ln p1{βq
p1� IqN . (1.6)

1.3.3 Example

The results of Ghosh and Roth (2015) hold even with an arbitrary correlation be-

tween privacy preferences and measured characteristics. Obtaining accuracy in

the presence of potentially extreme selection bias makes it necessary to count al-

most everyone. In practice, the costs of publication are determined by the level of

privacy-loss required, and the preferences of someone with extreme aversion to

privacy loss.
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Recall the example from Section 1.2.3, which involved computing the share

of the Hispanic population in a census block. If an analyst requires p0.2, 0.1q-
accuracy in the estimate, then she must purchase privacy loss of ε � 14{N from

H � 0.93N people, or 93 percent of the block population. Note that the required

privacy loss, ε, vanishes as the block size N increases. To obtain a stronger guar-

antee of p0.05, 0.05q-accuracy would require purchasing ε � 70{N fromH � 0.99N

people. A very weak guarantee of p0.4, 1{3q-accuracy only requires privacy loss of

ε � 4{N from H � 0.75N people.

1.4 Suboptimality of Private Provision

Suppose a private profit-maximizing, price-taking, firm sells ŝ with accuracy

pα, βq, that is, with data accuracy I at price pI . Then, profits P pIq are

P pIq � pII � CV CGpIq.

If it sells at all, it will produce I to satisfy the first-order condition P 1
�
IV CG

� � 0

implying

pI � Q

�
HpIq
N



HpIqε1pIq �

�
Q

�
HpIq
N



�Q1

�
HpIq
N


�
HpIq
N


�
H 1pIqεpIq (1.7)

where the solution is evaluated at IV CG.12 The price of data accuracy is equal to

the marginal cost of increasing the amount of privacy protection–data-use rights–

12The second order condition is P 2
�
IV CG

�   0, or d2CV CGpIq
dI2 ¡ 0. The only term in the sec-

ond derivative of CV CG pIq that is not unambiguously positive is HpIqH1pIq2εpIq
N2 Q2

�
HpIq
N

	
. We

assume that this term is dominated by the other, always positive, terms in the second deriva-
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that must be purchased. There are two terms. The first term is the increment to

marginal cost from increasing the amount each privacy-right seller must be paid

because ε has been marginally increased, thus reducing privacy protection for all.

The second term is the increment to marginal cost from increasing the number of

people from whom data-use rights with privacy protection ε must be purchased.

As long as the cost function is strictly increasing and convex, the existence and

uniqueness of a solution is guaranteed.

1.4.1 Competitive Market Equilibrium

At market price pI , consumer i’s willingness to pay for data accuracy will be given

by solving

max
Ii¥0

ηi
�
I˜i � Ii

�� pIIi (1.8)

where I˜i is the amount of data accuracy provided from the payments by all other

consumers, as noted above. Consumer i’s willingness to pay is non-negative if,

and only if, ηi ¥ pI ; that is, if the marginal utility from increasing I exceeds the

price. If there exists at least one consumer for whom ηi ¥ pI , then the solution to

equation (1.7) is attained for IV CG ¡ 0.

We next show that there is only one such consumer. It is straightforward to

tive. Sufficient conditions are that Q pq is the quantile function from the log-normal distri-
bution or the quantile function from a finite mixture of normals, and that HpIq

N is sufficiently
large; e.g., large enough so that if Q pq is the quantile function from the lnN

�
µ, σ2

�
distribution,

Q�2
�

HpIq
N

	
� σ2Q�1

�
HpIq
N

	2

¥ 0, where Q� pq is the standard normal quantile function.
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verify that the consumers are playing a classic free-rider game (Mas-Colell et al.

1995, pp. 361-363). In the competitive equilibrium, the only person willing to pay

for the public good is one with the maximum value of ηi. All others will purchase

zero data accuracy but still consume the data accuracy purchased by this lone

consumer. Specifically, the equilibrium price and data accuracy will satisfy

pI � η̄ � dCV CG
�
IV CG

�
dI

,

where η̄ is the maximum value of ηi in the population–the taste for accuracy of

the person who desires it the most. However, the Pareto optimal consumption of

data accuracy, I0, solves
Ņ

i�1

ηi � dCV CG pI0q
dI

. (1.9)

Marginal cost is positive,
dCV CGpI0q

dI
¡ 0, and

°N
i�1 ηi ¡ η̄; therefore, data ac-

curacy will be under-provided by a competitive supplier when data accuracy

is a public good as long as marginal cost is increasing, which we prove below.

More succinctly, IV CG   I0. Therefore, privacy protection must be over-provided,

εV CG   ε0, by equation (1.6).13

13The reader is reminded that a smaller ε implies more privacy protection. It is also worth
commenting that in the GR formulation the single consumer with positive willingness to pay is the
entity running the VCG auction. That person is buying data-use rights from the other consumers,
computing the statistic for publication, then releasing the statistic so that all other consumers may
use it. That is why we have modeled this as a public good. Our formulation is fully consistent
with GR’s scientist seeking data for a grant-supported publication.
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1.4.2 The Price-discriminating Monopsonist Provider of Data ac-

curacy

Now consider the problem of a single private data provider who produces ŝ with

accuracy pα, βq using the same technology as in equations (1.5) and (1.6). We now

allow the producer to price-discriminate in the acquisition of data-use rights–that

is, the private data-accuracy supplier is a price discriminating monopsonist. This

relaxes the assumptions of the VCG mechanism in GR to allow for the unrealis-

tic possibility that the data accuracy provider knows the population values of γi.

They acknowledge this theoretical possibility when discussing the individual ra-

tionality and dominant-strategy truthful requirements of their mechanism. They

reject it as unrealistic, and we agree. We are considering this possibility to show

that even when the private data-accuracy provider is allowed to acquire data-use

rights with a lower cost strategy than the VCG mechanism, data accuracy will still

be under-provided.

The producer must decide how many data-use rights (and associated privacy

loss ε, the same value for all i) to purchase from each member of the database, or,

equivalently, how much to charge members of the database to opt out of partici-

pation in the mechanism for computing the statistic. (They cannot opt out of the

database.) Let π P t0, 1uN be the participation vector. Using the Lindahl approach,

let pLεi be the price that satisfies, for each consumer i,

pLεi ¤ γi,with equality if πi � 1. (1.10)
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Equation (1.10) says that the Lindahl prices are those such that the choice of ε is

exactly the value that each individual would optimally choose on her own. Even

with our assumption of linear preferences, the Lindahl prices are unique for every

consumer who participates in the mechanism for computing the statistic.

Given a target data accuracy of I � p1 � αq, the producer’s cost minimization

problem is the linear program

CL pIq � min
π

�
Ņ

i�1

πip
L
εi

�
ε (1.11)

subject to
Ņ

i�1

πi � N � p1� IqN
1{2� ln p1{βq and ε � 1{2� ln p1{βq

p1� IqN .

The solution is for the producer to set πi � 1 for the H members of the database

with the smallest pLεi and πi � 0, otherwise. Note that if

dCL pIq
dI

  dCV CGpIq
dI

for all I , which will be proven in Theorem 1, then the Lindahl purchaser of data-

use rights will produce more data accuracy at any given price of data accuracy

than the VCG purchaser.

By construction, the Lindahl solution satisfies the Pareto optimality criterion

for data-use rights acquisition that

Ņ

i�1

πip
L
εi
�

Ņ

i�1

πiγi. (1.12)

Once again, the supplier implements the query response mechanism of equa-

tion (1.3) with 1{2�ln p1{βq
p1�IqN

-differential privacy and p1� I, βq-accuracy but pays each
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consumer differently for her data-use right. Notice that equation (1.12) describes

the Pareto optimal privacy loss whether or not one acknowledges that the privacy

protection afforded by ε is non-rival, only partially excludable, and, therefore, also

a public good.

To implement the Lindahl solution, the data producer must be able to exclude

the bits, bi, of specific individuals when computing the statistic, and must have

perfect knowledge of the every marginal disutility γi of increasing ε. When this

information is not available, the producer can, and will, implement the first-best

allocation by choosing a price through the VCG auction mechanism used by GR.

For readers familiar with the data privacy literature, we note that the statement

that technology is given by equations (1.5) and (1.6) means that the data custodian

allows the producer to purchase data-use rights with accompanying privacy loss

of ε � 1{2�ln p1{βq
p1�IqN

from H pIq individuals for the sole purpose of computing ŝ via

the query response mechanism in equation p1.3q that is 1{2�ln p1{βq
p1�IqN

-differentially

private and achieves p1 � I, βq-accuracy, which is exactly what Ghosh and Roth

prove.

1.4.3 Proof of Suboptimality

Theorem 1 If preferences are given by equation (1.1), the query response mecha-

nism satisfies equation (1.6) for ε-differential privacy with p1� I, βq-accuracy, cost

functions satisfy (1.5) for the VCG mechanism, and (1.11) for the Lindahl mecha-
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nism, the population distribution of γ is given by Fγ (bounded, absolutely contin-

uous, everywhere differentiable, and with quantile function Q satisfying the con-

ditions noted in Section 1.4), the population distribution of η has bounded support

on r0, η̄s, and the population in the database is represented as a continuum with

measure function H (absolutely continuous, everywhere differentiable, and with

total measure N ) then IV CG   IL and IV CG   I0, where I0 is the Pareto optimal

level of I solving equation p1.9q, IL is the privately-provided level when using the

Lindahl mechanism to procure data-use rights and IV CG is the privately-provided

level when using the VCG procurement mechanism.

Proof. By construction, Fγpγq is the distribution of Lindahl prices. Given a

target error bound α, corresponding to data accuracy level I � p1�αq, the private

producer must procure data-use rights from the respondents in the confidential

data with εpIq units of privacy protection from a measure of HpIq individuals.

Define

p`ε � Q

�
HpIq
N



,

for ` � V CG,L. Note that p`ε is the disutility of privacy loss for the marginal

participant in the VCG and Lindahl mechanisms, respectively. The total cost of

producing I � p1� αq using the VCG mechanism is equation (1.5):

CV CGpIq � Q

�
HpIq
N



HpIqεpIq.

while the total cost of implementing the Lindahl mechanism is equation (1.11):

CLpIq �
�
N

» QpHpIq
N q

0

γdFγpγq
�
εpIq.
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Using integration by parts and the properties of the quantile function,

CLpIq �
�
Q

�
HpIq
N



Fγ

�
Q

�
HpIq
N




�
» QpHpIq

N q
0

Fγpγqdγ
�
NεpIq

�
�
Q

�
HpIq
N



HpIq �N

» QpHpIq
N q

0

Fγpγqdγ
�
εpIq.

Differentiating with respect to I ,

dCLpIq
dI

�
�
Q

�
HpIq
N



HpIq �N

» QpHpIq
N q

0

Fγpγqdγ
�
ε1pIq �Q

�
HpIq
N



H 1pIqεpIq.

The corresponding expression for CV CGpIq is

dCV CGpIq
dI

� Q

�
HpIq
N



HpIqε1pIq �

�
Q

�
HpIq
N



�Q1

�
HpIq
N



HpIq
N

�
H 1pIqεpIq.

Comparison of the preceding marginal cost expressions establishes that 0  
dCLpIq
dI

  dCV CGpIq
dI

for all I , since N
³QpHpIq

N q
0 Fγpγqdγ ¡ 0, ε1pIq ¡ 0, H 1pIq ¡ 0,

and Q1 pq ¡ 0. The results stated in the theorem follow by using the equilibrium

price for the private market sale of I , which is pI in equation (1.1),

pI � η̄ � dCLpILq
dI

� dCV CGpIV CGq
dI

.

Hence, IV CG   IL, since dCLpILq
dI

  dCV CGpILq
dI

and the conditions on Q imply that
d2CV CGpIq

dI2
¡ 0. Likewise, IV CG   I0, since

°N
i�1 ηi ¡ η̄, and d2CV CGpIq

dI2
¡ 0.

1.5 Conclusion

The concept of differential privacy allows a natural interpretation of privacy pro-

tection as a commodity over which individuals might have preferences. In many
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important contexts, privacy protection and data accuracy are not purely private

commodities. When both are public goods, the market allocations might not be

optimal. The solution to the social planning problem that optimally provides both

public goods–data accuracy and privacy protection–delivers more data accuracy,

but less privacy protection, than the VCG mechanism for private-provision of

data. The reason is that the VCG mechanism for procuring data-use rights ig-

nores the public-good nature of the statistics that are published after a citizen sells

the right to use her private data in those publications.

This matters because the demand for public data is greater than ever, while

funding for statistical agencies has been relatively stagnant. It is increasingly

likely that data users will turn to private companies to obtain the information

they demand. Our results suggest that, while the policy debate has centered on

regulating the privacy loss from this trend, it is also important to counterbalance

the demand for privacy against the social value of reliable population statistics.

Abowd and Schmutte (2019) propose a model for determining the optimal balance

between privacy and accuracy in this social choice framework. More research,

both theoretical and empirical, will help data users and policy makers navigate

our modern data-rich environment.

The VCG mechanism also underprovides accuracy compared with the ficti-

tious Lindahl mechnanism. We did not identify any relation between optimal

provision and the Lindahl mechanism, suggesting our results are sensitive to the

setup. Our model inherits some limitations (e.g., simple market structure) of the
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original GR framework. We also inherit the positive aspects of their model. In par-

ticular, the results of GR’s Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 are not tied to a specific auction

mechanism.

In concluding, we point out possible extensions of our model. We have as-

sumed a private data custodian must purchase privacy rights in order to use data

in a published statistic. We make this assumption because it reflects the growing

demand that companies be held accountable for the privacy of their customers’

data through increasingly explicit means. However, if we assume companies may

freely use their customers’ data, then our conclusions will likely be reversed, with

privacy being under-provided. To address this possibility, one might consider al-

ternative specifications for the property rights over privacy loss. Similarly, our

model assumes that private firms are limited to the single-buyer model in their

ability to elicit payment from customers for data accuracy. One might explore

alternative formulations of the demand side of the market, including the use of

governmental organizations as the preference aggregators in making the purchase

offer. This extension mirrors the original Ghosh-Roth motivation of a researcher

spending grant money to buy the statistic, then placing the result in an open-

access scientific journal. Finally, our model treats the data held by a trusted data

curator as ground truth. Data users concerns for accuracy will likely extend be-

yond our model’s treatment of differential privacy as the focal source of error in

the underlying database. We need better accuracy measurements and tools for

incorporating other sources of error from the data generation process (e.g., edit

constraints, imputation, coverage error) into the social choice problem.
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CHAPTER 2

WHY THE ECONOMICS PROFESSION MUST ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN

THE PRIVACY PROTECTION DEBATE

2.1 Introduction

Privacy protection and scientific output are public goods. When Google displays

search content clearly derivative of your recent online history or when the U.S.

Census Bureau publishes geographically detailed demographic data clearly de-

scriptive of your own neighborhood, some privacy is lost for everybody while

supplying information that can be repeatedly re-used to increase utility.

Economists studying privacy have not focused on decisions about privacy loss

inherent in the data publication process. These issues have recently been ad-

vanced almost exclusively by computer scientists who focus on technologies for

increasing information quality while protecting privacy. Abowd and Schmutte

(2019) showed that decisions about protecting privacy and making information

public inherent in publishing data from confidential sources can be addressed us-

ing traditional social welfare analysis. This embeds the computer scientists’ con-

tributions into a framework that allows social scientists to contribute to the debate

about safe methods for analyzing and publishing confidential data.

Economists rely heavily on designed data and administrative records from

governmental agencies to do critical research. These studies are often done under
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the supervision of a statistical agency exercising its dual mandate to disseminate

information and to protect the privacy and confidentiality of respondent data. We

have long recognized that there is tension between these mandates. Cryptogra-

phers established in the early 2000s that there is a hard limit to the amount of fully

accurate information that can be published from any finite confidential database

(Dinur and Nissim 2003)—a budget constraint stated in terms of confidential in-

formation leakage. New methods of confidentiality protection, known as formal

privacy in computer science, quickly followed.

The implications of database reconstruction for the work of statistical agen-

cies were largely unexplored before the U.S. Census Bureau announced its re-

search program (Census Scientific Advisory Committee (CSAC) Meeting, Septem-

ber 2016) and its decision to implement differential privacy (Dwork et al. 2006),

the leading variant of formal privacy models, for the 2020 Census of Popula-

tion (CSAC Meeting, September 2017). The Commission on Evidence-based Pol-

icymaking (2017) also explicitly recommended that statistical agencies embrace

privacy-enhancing data analysis methods.
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Figure 2.1: The trade-off between privacy loss and accuracy in data publication

These methods enforce an explicit trade-off between privacy protection and

statistical accuracy, which economists will recognize as a production function. Im-

plementation requires that the analyst acknowledge that fitting some models pri-

vately precludes fitting others unless more privacy loss is permitted. An explicit

choice—outside the domain of computer science, but integral to economics—must

be made: what is the optimal accuracy-privacy protection point for a given col-

lection of data. The social choice is constrained by the formal privacy technology

introduced by cryptographers. The preference mapping, on the other hand, must

be expressed based on the uses of the published information and the attendant

confidentiality risk. Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical production function with pri-

vacy loss (ε) on the x-axis and the accuracy of the data release on the y-axis. Accu-

racy is measured relative to releasing the data with no confidentiality protections
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(accuracy = 1). Operating at a point beneath the production possibility frontier

is inefficient whereas operating above the frontier is infeasible given the produc-

tion technology. Technological innovation, a northwestern shift of the frontier,

generally occurs with the discovery of new privacy mechanisms that more effi-

ciently manage privacy loss. Such advancements are driven by research within

the data privacy computer science community. Two different social welfare func-

tions are illustrated. The tangent point labeled “Data Users” reflects the tendency

of economists and other social scientists to favor accuracy over confidentiality pro-

tection. The point labeled “Data Custodians” reflects the tendency of data cura-

tors, often computer scientists, to favor privacy protection over accuracy. Privacy

loss and information are inherently complements in production. Dissemination

of increasingly accurate information cannot be accomplished without an accom-

panying increase in privacy loss as a by-product. On the other hand, a shift in

social welfare that favors greater privacy must come at the expense of accuracy.

Social scientists have behaved as if they could always have maximum accuracy in

every published statistic. We must now re-design many of our analysis protocols

to accommodate the constraints of provably effective privacy protection.

Economists are not the only ones. Apple (Differential Privacy Team 2017),

Google (Erlingsson et al. 2014; McMahan and Andrew 2018), Microsoft (Ding

et al. 2017), and many other information technology giants face the same conun-

drum. Because there are both technological and social preference components to

the problem, ceding the debate to computer scientists focuses too much attention

on the privacy mechanism and too little attention on how to do good social sci-
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ence under a privacy-loss constraint. By drawing the attention of economists to

their role in studying this problem, this paper begins to redress this imbalance.

2.2 Scientific Integrity Is the Highest Priority

Scientific discoveries are made by examining data using appropriate statistical

techniques. We call those methods inference-valid when, under the maintained as-

sumptions, the statistical conclusions have the probability distributions indicated

by the theory. Inference-valid analyses allow the findings to generalize beyond

the data from which they were derived. Scientists prefer to use the original, un-

modified data as inputs, since any modifications may compromise the validity of

the inference. However, when using the original data entails the risk of a breach

of confidentiality, statistical disclosure limitation (SDL) is usually applied.

The value of SDL should not be measured merely as a function of its ability

to protect against privacy loss, though this is surely important. Its value also lies

in its ability to provide data that admit inference-valid analysis. Traditional SDL

methods fail to uphold this principle (Abowd and Schmutte 2015). But inference-

validity should be fully embodied in a modern SDL system, and formal privacy

principles make this possible. These principles permit data curators to be com-

pletely transparent about the SDL system utilized. That is, every implementa-

tion detail, excluding the realizations of the “coin flips” of the mechanism, can

be shared with data users without compromising the protection afforded by the
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system. For example, the U.S. Census Bureau recently published the source code

for its 2018 disclosure avoidance system (Census DAS Team 2019a;b). Google’s

release of tensorflow is another example (Google 2019). Transparency by data

curators facilitates inference-valid analyses and therefore should be commended

and encouraged.

2.3 The Roles to be Played by Economists

Amid the sea change in the way confidential data are made available for research,

economists have three roles to play. As data users, we must gain a clearer un-

derstanding of what these changes mean for our ability to conduct valid research.

The policy decisions made at statistical agencies have the potential to improve

or further compromise inferential validity on any research question. Economists

must be at the table as these decisions are made.

As data curators, we need to collaborate with the privacy community by en-

gaging privacy experts in the design of our data publication systems as well as

providing them with publication parameters often assumed to be exogenous in

the differential privacy literature. Parameter settings that impact which models

are best fit by a finite privacy-loss budget should not be left entirely up to the

computer scientists. On the other hand, publication design choices that poten-

tially constrain the design of efficient privacy technologies should not be made

without a privacy expert present.
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At a more fundamental level, economists can help guide policy-makers in de-

ciding how to trade data accuracy off against privacy protection. The database

reconstruction theorem implies that the information in a confidential database is

finite. It can be allocated between the competing uses of protecting privacy or

publishing more accurate statistics. This problem is in the economist’s wheel-

house, particularly given that both uses are public goods.

Abowd and Schmutte (2019) describe this basic public choice problem, high-

lighting the key open areas for research. Fundamentally, we need to understand

the social value of accessible, accurate data, and the social value of protecting

the underlying confidential micro-data. Social scientists typically behave as if the

social benefits of high-quality widely available data massively exceed the social

costs of any associated privacy loss. This belief is not based on any rigorous the-

oretical or empirical evidence that we have found.1 By contrast, cryptographers

and other privacy experts tend to behave as if the social costs of privacy loss dwarf

the benefits of data quality. To date, there are some models of the private demand

for privacy (Ghosh and Roth 2015; Nissim et al. 2012), as well as a growing evi-

dence base for the private costs of privacy loss (e.g. Acquisti et al. 2013).

1The literature on the value of public data is remarkably thin, notwithstanding early and im-
portant contribution of Spencer (1985), who developed a framework for modeling optimal data
quality, and Panel on Statistics on Natural Gas (1985), who argued against the logical consistency
of standard cost-benefit analysis for public data.
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2.4 Traditional SDL Is Broken

Some resistance to the modernization of privacy protection arises from the mis-

taken belief that traditional SDL necessarily produces more reliable or even exact

data with trivial re-identification risks (Ruggles et al. 2019). Newer methods are

unfamiliar, while there are decades of research using data produced with tradi-

tional SDL. Researchers must replace general understanding of formal privacy

with correctly reasoned comparisons of feasible alternatives.

It is important to realize that traditional SDL presents significant problems

for social scientific research. Furthermore, the data demands imposed by quasi-

experimental research designs exacerbate these flaws. The secrecy surrounding

traditional SDL is a fatal flaw for social science. For example, when publishing

micro-data, statistical agencies commonly swap records. The swap rate, the algo-

rithm used to determine whether a record is at risk for swapping, and how the

swapping is actually implemented, are all kept secret because there is no formal

model to demonstrate that “enough” swapping was done. It might then be possi-

ble to undo the confidentiality protection afforded by the swapping (Abowd and

Schmutte 2015).

Aside from the possible biases that swapping and other methods may intro-

duce, traditional SDL introduces variability into the published data that should

affect our inferences about what the underlying confidential data say about the

world. This source of variability is almost never explicitly addressed in ensuring
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that inferences based on SDL-protected data are valid. Even if we wanted to, be-

cause the details of traditional SDL are kept secret, it is usually not possible to

account for it in estimation and inference.

Traditional SDL can also lead to bias in common research designs. Abowd and

Schmutte (2015) show that current SDL practices introduce bias into estimates

from linear regression models, instrumental variable models, and regression dis-

continuity studies. Analyses based on tabulated data, like the Quarterly Census

of Employment and Wages (QCEW), are compromised by SDL rules that require

cells influenced by just a few observations to be suppressed. The suppression

rules are generally poorly documented for the same reasons as for swapping pro-

cedures, and in most studies, this suppression is nonignorable. Researchers have

become comfortable with the practice of performing the analysis on the available

data using the implicit assumption that suppressed data are missing at random.

We should aspire to do better. We should aspire to procedures that are provably

inference valid.

2.5 Formal Privacy Takes, but also Gives

A major concern regarding formal privacy systems is that they will change the

ways in which researchers can access data, particularly micro-data. Exactly how

formal privacy systems will affect the publication of detailed micro-data is the

subject of extensive current research. Any change to the way published micro-
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data are distorted is a matter of form and degree.

It is natural to mourn the loss of familiar data summaries, particularly as they

may cause a break in continuity of data releases. But formal privacy methods also

allow publishing new tabulations with far more detail than traditionally possible.

Using input noise infusion, the Census Bureau publishes the Quarterly Workforce

Indicators (QWI), county-industry level data on employment and job flows with

demographic details and minimal suppression (Abowd et al. 2009). In the first

official statistical publication using differential privacy, the Census Bureau pub-

lishes LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES), complete block-

level data on commuting flows (Machanavajjhala et al. 2008). The Post-Secondary

Employment Outcomes (PSEO) pilot release (US Census Bureau 2018) relies on

differential privacy to publish detailed earnings and employment outcomes for

college and university graduates by degree level. Most recently, a team of Cen-

sus Bureau and academics published the Opportunity Atlas (Chetty et al. 2018;

Chetty and Friedman 2019), which provides inference-valid tract-level summaries

of inter-generational mobility by race and gender—an outcome that is not feasible

using traditional SDL.

2.6 Computer Scientists Are Right about Re-identification

The cryptographers found a fundamental defect in the approach statistical agen-

cies have historically taken to SDL. The database reconstruction theorem shows
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that it is always possible to reconstruct part or all of a confidential database us-

ing combinations of statistics published from that database. Therefore, even the

publication of tabular summaries from, say, the decennial census or the Ameri-

can Community Survey is tantamount to a data security breach that releases all or

part of the confidential database without intending to do so (e.g., block identifiers

when only much more aggregated geography was planned). Every variable in

the reconstructed micro-data is a potential identifier, even if the name and exact

address cannot be reconstructed. Putting aside the legal and ethical questions of

what constitutes a meaningful breach of privacy, it is fair to say that if we woke

up tomorrow and learned that 50 percent of decennial census records, including

detailed geography, had been exposed, we would find the statistical system under

attack whether or not individuals could be re-identified from those released data.

But they can, in fact be reidentified at substantial rates (Abowd 2019).

Differential privacy does not provide absolute protection against the disclo-

sure of sensitive information. It trades absolute claims for relative ones, acknowl-

edging at its core the impossibility of providing useful data summaries and com-

plete privacy protection (Dwork et al. 2006). Formal methods control the global

risk from reconstruction-abetted re-identification attacks using the privacy-loss

budget ε. An adversary with auxiliary information that includes traditional iden-

tifiers (e.g., name and address) along with information that matches variables re-

leased via differential privacy, cannot improve the accuracy of any linkage for any

person or any variable by more than a multiplicative factor of e2ε (see Appendix

B). If a statistical agency wants to provably limit linkage-based re-identification
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attacks with a public degree of confidence, then it has no currently feasible choice

except to adopt formal methods and stand by the privacy-loss budget it sets.

Traditional SDL also relies on uncertainty about whether a linkage-based at-

tack produces a reliable re-identification. But agencies do not discuss the quan-

tification of this risk—they do not release statistics on putative re-identifications

(the number of records in the confidential database that their internal experiments

were able to re-identify) nor on confirmed re-identifications (the number of puta-

tive re-identifications that were correct). If they did, one could discuss whether

such a confirmation rate is acceptable. If a particular confirmation rate for re-

identifications is acceptable, then formal methods can insure that the released

data are consistent with a stated level of uncertainty about correct linkage re-

identifications. For example, ε � 1.0 guarantees that the improvement in the odds

of a successful re-identification never exceeds 7.4 : 1 for any person in the popu-

lation when that person’s data are used in the publications versus when they are

deleted or replaced with an arbitrary record. An ε � 0.25 guarantees that the im-

provement in the odds never exceeds 1.65 : 1, and an ε � 0.1 guarantees that the

improvement never exceeds 1.2 : 1. Many more examples of differential privacy’s

provable protection against re-identification can be found in Wood et al. (2018).
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2.7 The Data Curator’s Role in Algorithm Design

Algorithm design in differential privacy is the art of utilizing a privacy-loss bud-

get as efficiently as possible to fit prescribed models as accurately as possible.

Efficiency gains can occur along either dimension. That is, an inefficient produc-

tion activity can be moved horizontally toward the frontier by discovering that

the same accuracy may be achieved with lower privacy loss or the production

point can be moved vertically if additional accuracy may be achieved at the same

privacy loss. The former movement may highlight an improvement in privacy-

loss accounting whereas the latter may result from an improvement in the allo-

cation of the total budget among competing interests. Policy-makers need to be

well-informed on the consequences of budget allocation choices to avoid unnec-

essarily diminishing data utility. Assuming the privacy analysis is done correctly

and the budget is fully exhausted, algorithm design choices cannot improve the

worst-case privacy-loss bound beyond the level implied by the theory. Thus data

utility, rather than privacy considerations, is the driving factor behind algorith-

mic design decisions. Design changes are, in fact, production technology changes.

Technological change affects the feasibility set of (ε, accuracy)-pairs as well as the

location of the frontier. Additionally, a technological change often fundamentally

alters the allocation problem, restricting, expanding, or otherwise morphing the

set of computations that require a share of the total budget. Hence, the technology

must be fixed before the allocation choice is made. That is, policy-makers cannot

effectively carry out their role pertaining to the final budget and its allocation until
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algorithm design is frozen.

In turn, algorithm design cannot be done effectively without a precise problem

statement. The data curator must clearly set forth the solution criteria including

the goal and requirements of the algorithm. We need to recognize the trade-offs

associated with various solution criteria as well. We discuss three key aspects of

problem specification.

The first is the specification of the data use-cases. The goal of data collection

must be clearly expressed and the published data needs to be fit-for-use. To that

end, the uses must be defined and importantly fitness-for-use must be measur-

able. Data utility metrics provide criteria for judging whether one privacy algo-

rithm is better than another. This is also critical for judging whether one allocation

of the privacy-loss budget outperforms another. However, sacrifices are unavoid-

able as there are in general no universally optimal privacy mechanisms (Brenner

and Nissim 2014).

The second is the specification of the query workload. Although there are

other publication paradigms, we focus attention on the scenario in which a statis-

tical agency plans to publish a predefined set of tabulations. The query workload is

a collection of queries of interest to the data curator. This collection is not necessar-

ily identical to the set of tabulations intended for publication. For example, a data

curator may plan to publish population counts for the set {total, non-voting age,

voting-age, male voting-age, female voting-age} but this representation choice

does not necessarily indicate a lack of interest in, say, the female non-voting age
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population count.

A well-understood principle in privacy algorithm design is that directly an-

swering the queries of interest is typically not the most efficient way to expend

the privacy-loss budget (Li et al. 2010; McKenna et al. 2018). An indirect approach,

taking measurements on an alternative set of strategy queries, yields better accu-

racy on the workload queries of interest provided the latter can be reconstructed

from the former. Finding the optimal strategy is a complex problem. In prac-

tice, selecting a strategy is as much an art as it is a science. The effectiveness of

using measurements on the selected strategy to reconstruct answers to the work-

load queries depends on the workload being correctly defined. A good strategy

for a misspecified workload may be a bad strategy for the true queries of interest.

Hence, the earlier distinction between queries of interest and the published data

products. While strategy selection is a component of the algorithm design process,

workload selection is ideally the responsibility of the data curator. Understanding

the trade-offs between workloads is an area for future economic research.

The third is the specification of the privacy algorithm’s input and output. Dif-

ferential privacy is a property of an algorithm. It is not a specific algorithm nor

is it a property of an algorithm’s output. The output format can vary substan-

tially from one algorithm to another (Dwork and Roth 2014). Existing publication

systems may impose specific requirements on the output (e.g., micro-data, tabu-

lar summaries, maps, non-negative integer counts). It is a given that the output

format must be suitable for the desired use-cases. However, rigid output require-
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ments also restrict algorithm design, potentially diminishing the output’s fitness-

for-use.

For input specification, we focus on the data universe. The term data universe

in differential privacy refers to the set of feasible database records. Specifications

should identify infeasible attribute combinations, structural zeros. The data uni-

verse also relates to the concept of the unit of privacy. That is, the items that

are protected by the algorithm whether they be businesses, or persons, or edges

in a graph. Determining the unit of privacy is a fundamental part of algorithm

development as it influences the impact a single item can have on the data anal-

ysis. Privacy experts call on subject matter experts to define specific components

of some formal privacy frameworks (Kifer and Machanavajjhala 2012). Likewise,

the unit of privacy decision does not fall outside the scope of a data curator’s

role. Other input considerations that can impact algorithm development range

from data collection to data cleaning and imputation. Understanding trade-offs

with different units of privacy or different data cleaning techniques, are also open

research areas.

In each case, data curators can define these problem components in con-

junction with the algorithm designers to promote statistical disclosure limitation

methods that accommodate inference-valid research.
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2.8 Moving Forward

To make progress, we should agree on the principles used to evaluate confidential-

ity protection mechanisms, whether traditional or formally private. Three compo-

nents are essential.

First, agree on a replication protocol that confirms the provenance and authentic-

ity of public-use inputs such as particular public-use data releases. Next, it iden-

tifies and confirms the provenance of the computations applied to those inputs to

generate a specific set of outputs. Finally, the replication protocol confirms apply-

ing these computations to the public-use inputs produces the published outputs

claimed in a particular scientific paper.

Second, agree on a validation protocol that confirms the provenance and au-

thenticity of the confidential inputs used to produce the versions of the public-use

inputs in the replication protocol. Next, it certifies the mapping from the computa-

tions applied in the replication protocol to the computations that must be applied

to the confidential inputs to perform the same statistical analysis. Finally, the vali-

dation protocol produces outputs that are directly comparable to the outputs from

the replication protocol.

Third, agree on a comparison protocol. Multiple candidate and historical public-

use products may be put through the replication and validation protocols. The

comparison protocol specifies how the validations will be compared, given that

the replications are correct. Only the validations should be compared, because
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these establish the properties of the scientific inferences, given the confidential

data. There is no point in directly comparing replications from alternative inputs

because such comparisons have no standard for correctness.

Ideally, an independent panel would conduct this process. However, such

a panel would have difficulty vetting the validation protocol because curating

the definitive versions of the confidential inputs to particular public-use products

is very resource intensive. The Census Bureau’s synthetic data program for the

Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) illustrates the commitment

associated with maintaining replication and validation protocols (Benedetto et al.

2018).

Statistical agencies must commit resources to the research program outlined

here. Professional organizations and curators of research data must be prepared

to work with the agencies. Going forward, cooperation in achieving the objec-

tives outlined in this section would position both the agencies and the research

community to have increased confidence in the privacy protections and the scien-

tific validity of all analyses based on the agencies’ data.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFECTIVE PRIVACY AFTER ADJUSTING FOR INVARIANTS, WITH

APPLICATIONS TO THE 2020 CENSUS

3.1 Introduction

The Decennial Census of Population and Housing produces data that are used

for apportioning the House of Representatives and redistricting all Congressional

and state legislative bodies. The data are also used for intercensal population

estimates, public policy, federal resource allocation, and general research. Histor-

ically, the Decennial Census has produced billions of statistics about a population

whose size is measured in the hundreds of millions. Impossibility results, such

as those of Dinur and Nissim (2003), imply that these statistics cannot be released

too accurately without risking a reconstruction of almost all the confidential mi-

crodata from which the statistics are produced. To control the possibility and ac-

curacy of such reconstruction attacks, the U.S. Census Bureau plans to deploy a

differentially private disclosure avoidance system for the 2020 Census of Popula-

tion and Housing. That system will allow published tables to be accompanied by

formal privacy guarantees.

Differential privacy (Dwork et al. 2006), a notion of algorithm stability, pro-

vides a measure of information leakage and enables techniques for controlling

the worst-case information leakage about any record. The bound on information
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leakage is controlled by a parameter ε, known as the privacy-loss budget. The infor-

mation leakage bound is determined by comparing the behavior of the algorithm

between any pair of input databases that only differ in a single record. Attractive

properties of differentially private algorithms include: (a) controlling the degra-

dation of privacy loss over multiple releases,1 and (b) limiting the ability of an

attacker to infer sensitive properties of records even in the presence of side infor-

mation (Kifer and Machanavajjhala 2012; 2014; Kasiviswanathan and Smith 2014;

Wood et al. 2018). Differentially private algorithms require that any computation

acting on the confidential database must be infused with random noise before be-

ing released. In particular, deterministic computations that use the confidential

data in a non-trivial manner cannot be published in a differentially private sys-

tem.

However, another design requirement of the disclosure avoidance system is

that it accommodate the exact release of select statistics. Exact statistics computed

from the confidential microdata are called invariants. For the 2018 End-to-End

Census Test, the invariants originally considered necessary included the total pop-

ulation in each block, the voting-age population in each block, the number and

type of group quarters facilities in each block, the number of housing units in each

block, and the number of occupied housing units in each block. By definition, the

number of occupied housing units is equal to the number of householders in the

block.2 The number of vacant housing units is equal to the number of housing

1Other statistical disclosure control techniques are susceptible to reconstruction of parts of the
underlying microdata with as few as two releases (Ganta et al. 2008)

2The “householder” is “Person 1” on the Census questionnaire. This is usually the person who
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units minus the number of occupied housing units. The non-voting-age popula-

tion is equal to the total population minus the voting-age population. Thus, the

totals for block-level householders, vacant housing units, and for the non-voting

age population would also be invariants by construction. We initially viewed in-

variants as an externally mandated requirement to consider certain knowledge as

public information; however, that viewpoint was not appropriately nuanced. This

led the refinements that we now discuss.

We note that exact statistics about the confidential data can be obtained

through alternative avenues. For example, external data sets and local knowl-

edge can provide accurate information about the total population or number of

housing units and group quarters facilities in many Census blocks (such informa-

tion can include real-estate websites like Zillow and unstructured data like Google

StreetView). Public facing Census operations such as the Local Update of Census

Addresses (LUCA) operation and address canvassing can also leak accurate statis-

tics about the confidential data. Non-differentially private publications released

from overlapping internal Census data sets can reveal exact statistics as well.

Furthermore, interpretations of Constitutional and statutory requirements

sometimes indicate that exact statistics, select unaltered tabulation of the confi-

dential database, be released. For example, the U.S. Supreme Court (Department

of Commerce v. United States House of Representatives, 1999) confirmed that

the Census Act (13 U.S.C. Section 195) prohibits the use of “the statistical method

supplied the information for all persons living in the housing unit.
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known as ‘sampling’ ” for apportionment of the House of Representatives. Taken

in concert with the one-person, one-vote rule (U.S. Supreme Court, Reynolds v.

Sims, 1964), the redistricting amendments to Title 13 incorporated in PL94-171

(1975), and the amendments preceding the 2000 Census (Pub. L. 105–119, title II,

§ 209, Nov. 26, 1997, 111 Stat. 2480), “the number of persons enumerated without

using statistical methods must be publicly available for all levels of census geog-

raphy which are being released by the Bureau of the Census.”3 In Utah v. Evans

(2002) the U.S. Supreme Court clarified that other statistical methods, specifically

including methods that change the number of persons in each state for the pur-

poses of reapportionment, are not prohibited by 13 U.S.C. Section 195. Those

methods are not “sampling.”

However, the implications of these statutes and judicial rulings for statistical

disclosure limitation are not clear and our understanding has evolved to view in-

variants as an internally imposed requirement. Historical practice at the Census

Bureau has been to use disclosure limitation methods that do not change popu-

lation totals at any geography (U.S. Census Bureau 2002). The theory underlying

these methods originated in the 1970s (Fellegi 1972) when the formal privacy anal-

ysis of the implications of publishing exact statistics had not yet been discovered.

When the form and extend of invariants is a matter of policy, the privacy impli-

cations should be carefully assessed by decision makers. The Data Stewardship

and Executive Policy Committee (DSEP) is responsible for resolving policy mat-

ters related to privacy and confidentiality to ensure the Census Bureau upholds

3https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/pdf/lii_usc_TI_13.pdf, page 41
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its commitment to protect the information of individuals.

The choice of invariants for the 2020 Census publications will be set by DSEP

via policy, not engineering. These policies imply the Census Bureau must control

all data publications (such as tabulations analogous to those appearing in PL94-

171, Summary File 1 and Summary File 2(Bureau 2012)) in a manner that does

not allow reconstructions of the protected data to exceed the bound implied by

the global privacy-loss budget in the differentially private mechanism. The global

privacy-loss accounting is materially changed by the presence of invariants. The

presence of invariants amplifies the information leakage associated with any dis-

closure limitation system. To aid DSEP, we examine the privacy semantics of im-

posing various combinations of the previously defined invariants. We show that

differential privacy allows the amplified information leakage from invariants to be

controlled by appropriate management of the privacy-loss budget and acknowl-

edgment that some risks from invariants cannot be quantified.

While differential privacy has many semantic interpretations, the main inter-

pretation pursued in this document is now known as posterior-to-posterior se-

mantics. It is based on ideas that originated in cryptography (Kasiviswanathan

and Smith 2014; Wood et al. 2018). Intuitively, it compares an attacker’s gain in

inference arising from two scenarios – one in which a respondent truthfully re-

ports a record and another in which the respondent reports a fictitious record.

The posterior-to-posterior semantics of differential privacy holds in the presence

of arbitrary side information. The generality of that claim admits the possibility of
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counting invariants among the arbitrary side information an attacker possesses.

However, the side information in question has a specific property of being an offi-

cial publication explicitly released without disclosure limitation from confidential

data under the stewardship of the Census Bureau. We have adopted the posterior-

to-posterior sematics approach and properly specialized it to mechanisms that

combine invariants with differential privacy.

In this paper, we first explain the semantics of differential privacy in the ideal

setting without invariants. Next, we study the information leakage that results

when invariants are added to the differentially private algorithms. We quantify

upper bounds on the leakage due to the algorithms and the amplification due to

the invariants. Finally, we apply these analyses to the invariants that are under

consideration for the 2020 Census.

The introduction of invariants complicates the analysis of privacy. In extreme

cases, invariants can be fully disclosive irrespective of whether any other publi-

cation occurs. By way of a simple example, consider a classroom setting in which

a teacher reveals the exact number of students with passing grades. Any student

with accurate prior knowledge of the class size can correctly deduce the number

of failing students and also significantly improve their inference about whether

any one individual is passing or failing. In a more stark case, suppose the teacher

reveals exactly one student is passing. If you are that student, you would then

know with certainty that every other student is failing. On the other hand, the

idea that exactly releasing the total population of the United States, with no ac-
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companying statistics, may lead to a privacy breach seems farfetched. However,

the introduction of invariants is a catalyst that has the potential to greatly am-

plify the information leakage associated with disclosure algorithms. Suppose the

2020 Census disclosure avoidance system releases perturbed single-year age by

sex distributions at the tract level. For this example, we ignore other age by sex

tables historically published in finer geographic detail. Block level invariants that

reveal the number of housing units and the number and type of group quarters

facilities clearly amplify inferential disclosure risks. For example, knowledge that

a particular block only contains an all-female juvenile correctional facility will

certainly lead to an enhanced inference about any individual living there beyond

what would have been inferred given only the tract level perturbed age by sex

distribution. Thus, one can ask the following questions:

1. If there is a privacy breach, how much of it is due solely to the disclosure
avoidance system? By analogy, how much is due to the released tract level
sex by age tables? We analyze an upper bound on the privacy risk that can
be attributed solely to the disclosure avoidance system. This style of analysis
appears in Section 3.5.

2. How can one quantify both the leakage due to the disclosure avoidance sys-
tem and the magnification effect due to invariants? By analogy, how can we
quantify the extra risk due to the combination of the age by sex tables with
the magnification from housing and group quarters invariants? One way
is to compare the risk from two scenarios: (1) housing and group quarters
information without sex by age tables, and (2) housing and group quarters
information with sex by age tables. This style of analysis is discussed in
Section 3.6 and Section 3.9.

3. What properties of the disclosure avoidance system can mitigate the ampli-
fied risk? The results presented in this paper show that differential privacy
is one such property.
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Our conclusions are the following:

• In the absence of invariants, differential privacy provides the strongest pro-
tection against database reconstruction among all accepted disclosure limi-
tation techniques (which include k-anonymity, data swapping, cell suppres-
sion, ad hoc noise infusion, etc.). This conclusion continues to hold even
when the privacy parameters and source code of the differentially private
algorithm are released – such information does not degrade the protections
provided by differential privacy.

• The privacy leakage due to the disclosure of the invariants is generally diffi-
cult to quantify using modern privacy analyses because it heavily depends
on what an attacker knows (and there is no consensus about what is rea-
sonable or unreasonable to assume). However, the main concern is how it
amplifies the risks of subsequent data releases.

• The upper bound on privacy leakage solely attributed to algorithms satisfy-
ing differential privacy can be quantified and is the same as if there were no
invariants.

• An upper bound for the amplified leakage can be obtained for the invariants
under consideration for the 2020 Decennial Census. More precisely, differ-
ent facts about a record are afforded different levels of protection, whereas
without constraints, all facts about a record are protected equally well. This
is a consequence of invariants – even simple invariants such as block-level
population totals exhibit this behavior. Intuitively, they make it harder to
protect the reported location of respondents but other information that can-
not be inferred from location is better protected.

In Section 3.2 we describe the components of the Census of Population and

Housing data, relying primarily on the schema that is used for the 2018 End-to-

End Census Test. In Section 3.3, we present differential privacy and its properties

in the absence of invariants. In Section 3.4, we briefly digress to summarize the

privacy guidelines that led to this focus on differential privacy. In Section 3.5, we

show how to quantify the information leakage, when invariants are present, that
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is attributable to differentially private disclosure control algorithms. In Section

3.6, we develop results for analyzing the amplified privacy leakage of differen-

tially private algorithms that is caused by the invariants. In Section 3.7, we apply

these results to analyze the privacy loss amplification that could be caused by the

invariants under consideration for the 2020 Census of Population and Housing.

In Section 3.8, we generalize the posterior-to-posterior semantics of Section 3.6 to

allow more nuanced privacy guarantees for situations which are not covered by

the semantics of Section 3.6. In Section 3.9, we provide another interpretation of

these posterior-to-posterior semantics in terms of odds ratios. With these refined

semantics, we provide more nuanced guarantees for the proposed invariants in

Section 3.10.

3.2 Characteristics of the Data

The Census collects information about a variety of different entities. These in-

clude individuals, housing units, households, group quarters facilities, and ge-

ographies.
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3.2.1 Data Description

3.2.1.1 Geography.

The fundamental unit of geography is a block, which is used to create the full

geographic hierarchy, including voting districts and other larger areas. Although

geography is technically a lattice, its main structure is hierarchical:

• The entire United States
• 52 states and state-like entities, which include 50 States, the District of

Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
• Counties and equivalent subdivisions (some states do not use the term

“county”)
• Tracts
• Block groups
• Blocks

Geographic information about blocks, such as whether they are fully or partially

comprised of water, part of urban areas, part of rural areas, etc, are collected but

not considered private. The block boundaries are designed in collaboration with

the states and are based on knowledge of the residents in those regions. This com-

plication is ignored and the analysis treats the boundaries as independent of the

realized Census data. Enumeration geography is pre-specified, and so is fixed

prior to the collection of realized data. Tabulation geography – which is the ge-

ography used in publications – is not pre-specified and may depend on results of

the census-taking process. Tabulation geographies, and not enumeration geogra-

phies, are used in the disclosure avoidance system.
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3.2.1.2 Group Quarters (GQ)

Group quarters are structures whose primary purpose is to house unrelated peo-

ple. These include correctional institutions, military barracks, college dormitories,

etc. Individuals residing in a group quarters type may be subject to Census edit

rules, such as age restrictions imposed to correct perceived response errors (for

instance, a minimum age restriction for residents of a nursing home would fix

an error in which a resident of a Nursing home fills in an age of 3), and restric-

tions on sex (e.g., all-male, all-female, or unrestricted college dormitories). Such

characteristics of group quarters include:

• Age restrictions

• Single-sex status (all-female, all-male, no sex restriction on residence)

• High-level type (institutionalized, non-institutionalized)

• 3 digit type code (see Table 3.1)

• Occupancy status (a GQ cannot be “vacant”)

GQ Type 904 is considered extremely sensitive and is treated separately using

methods that are confidential. There is an obligation to protect some characteris-

tics of the group quarters. By definition, every group quarters facility must have

at least one resident.
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INSTITUTIONAL GROUP QUARTERS
101 Federal Detention Centers
102 Federal Prisons
103 State Prisons
104 Local Jails and Other Municipal Confinement Facilities
105 Correctional Residential Facilities
106 Military Disciplinary Barracks and Jails
201 Group Homes for Juveniles (Non-Correctional)
202 Residential Treatment Centers (Non-Correctional)
203 Correctional Facilities Intended for Juveniles
301 Nursing Facilities/Skilled-Nursing Facilities
401 Mental (Psychiatric) Hospitals and Psychiatric Units in Other Hospitals
402 Hospitals With Patients Who Have No Usual Home Elsewhere
403 In-Patient Hospice Facilities
404 Military Treatment Facilities With Assigned Patients
405 Residential Schools for People With Disabilities

NONINSTITUTIONAL GROUP QUARTERS
501 College/University Student Housing
601 Military Quarters
602 Military Ships
701 Emergency and Transitional Shelters (With Sleeping Facilities)

for People Experiencing Homelessness
702 Soup Kitchens
704 Regularly Scheduled Mobile Food Vans
706 Targeted Non-Sheltered Outdoor Locations
801 Group Homes Intended for Adults
802 Residential Treatment Centers for Adults
900 Maritime/Merchant Vessels
901 Workers’ Group Living Quarters and Job Corps Centers
903 Living Quarters for Victims of Natural Disasters
904 Religious Group Quarters and Domestic Violence Shelters

Table 3.1: Three-digit Group Quarters types Bureau (2012)
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3.2.1.3 Housing units.

A housing unit is a structure where a family could (but does not have to) reside.

The distinction between a housing unit and a group quarters can be subjective.

A housing unit has a vacancy status (vacant or not) and a tenure (e.g., owned,

rented, etc.). Every non-vacant housing unit must have a householder.

3.2.1.4 Housing status.

There is no official definition for a place where an individual might live. We define

housing status as whether a respondent lives in a household and is a householder,

or lives in a household and is not a householder, or lives in a group quarters.

3.2.1.5 Individuals

Every person resides either in a GQ or a household. Information collected about

individuals includes:

• Sex

• Age

• Relation to householder (e.g., householder, spouse of, child of, parent of,
step-child of, etc.). For people living in a group quarters facility, their rela-
tion to householder attribute is the facility’s 3-digit GQ code.

• Hispanic origin: a binary attribute (yes or no). In the raw data, more detailed
information (such as country of origin) is also recorded.
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• Races. There are 6 major race categories and individuals can belong to any
non-empty subset of them. We treat race as 6 binary attributes (with a struc-
tural zero – an impossible combination disallowed by edit rules – imposed
to disallow the empty subset reply). In the raw data, more detailed infor-
mation, such as country of origin, or hand-written race/tribe name is also
recorded.

3.2.2 Cardinality of the Record Universe

All the above attributes, age, GQ Type, and block id, etc, are considered discrete

and finite-valued. The set of all combinations of person-level attributes, the record

universe, is a finite Cartesian product of finite attributes. Hence, the record uni-

verse has finite cardinality. In some contexts, the infeasible combinations, struc-

tural zeros, are omitted from the record universe. Of course, a subset of a finite set

is still finite.

3.2.3 Input Data

The input data consist of the person-level records of every individual, including

the code for the block in which their housing unit is located. Block-level records

include counts of vacant and non-vacant housing units in each block and the char-

acteristics of group quarters in that block. In the implementation for the 2018

End-to-End Census Test, the relationship of individuals to the householder is not

tabulated, neither is sex, and age is coarsened to a binary indicator of voting age
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status. The main reason for these simplifications is a matter of scope, the End-to-

End Test was designed to focus on producing only a subset of the planned pub-

lication tables – the PL94-171 redistricting data – and not the full set of summary

tabulations. In the End-to-End Test, given its scope, the full set of structural zeros

is easily expressed; non-voting age individuals cannot reside in nursing facilities

and individuals belong to at least one of the six major race categories. All other

group quarters age restrictions overlap the voting age boundary. Single-sex re-

strictions are not in play. Most other structural zeros involve detailed age and/or

relationship to householder – e.g., there cannot be more than a 50 year age gap

between a householder and his or her spouse.

3.2.4 Output Data

The output ω is a set of records containing only attributes derivative of the at-

tributes in the input data. We assume that all of the invariants that are present in

the input data D can also be computed from ω. Specifically, we assume there is an

algorithm Q that computes the values of the invariants. The input to Q can either

be a database having the schema of D or of ω and the output ω is constrained so

that QpDq � Qpωq.
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3.3 Privacy in the Ideal Setting

Differential privacy (Dwork et al. 2006) is a cryptographically-inspired privacy

definition that is used to design mechanisms (i.e., algorithms that protect records

in a database). It is designed to hide an individual’s contribution to any published

statistics. It is also designed to be transparent – the privacy parameters and the

source code of differentially private mechanisms can be released without compro-

mising privacy. In contrast, methods like data swapping become insecure when

the algorithm source code and privacy parameters (e.g., the swapping rate) be-

come public. We introduce the data protection semantics of differential privacy

through the example of randomized response.

3.3.1 Randomized response and posterior-to-posterior guaran-

tees

In the context of surveys, individuals have roughly three choices: to participate

and provide truthful information, to participate but provide falsified information,

or to not participate. Incentives for non-participation or falsification include the

time commitment and privacy concerns about answering questions. The field of

survey design can address the first disincentive. Disclosure avoidance technol-

ogy can address the second. One of the earliest disclosure avoidance solutions

was randomized response (Warner 1965), which predates differential privacy but is
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also the first known algorithm that satisfies differential privacy. Under one com-

mon variations of this methodology, the randomized response protocol is such

that a respondent flips a weighted coin (e.g., heads with probability 0.51) and is

instructed to answer a yes/no question truthfully if the coin lands heads and oth-

erwise to provide the opposite (false) answer (e.g., with probability 0.49). The

odds that the respondent answered truthfully are 0.51{0.49 � 1.04 meaning that

the data collector has a large degree of uncertainty about any information of the

respondent (odds of 1 equal perfect uncertainty).

Now imagine that a respondent is worried about her privacy and determines

that she does not want to submit her data. Instead, she is given the option to

submit a default answer (either “yes” or “no”, but determined ahead of time) in

place of her own. In this case she still flips the weighted coin to determine if

she provides the default answer or its opposite. Because the respondent does not

submit her data, this scenario can be considered private for her. Note that in order

for the scenario to be considered private it is important that the default option be

independent of her true data.

The importance of the private scenario is that we want to use it as a comparison

to the scenario in which the respondent submits her true data to the randomized

response protocol and show there is very little difference in the inference that can

be made about her given the output. Consider one respondent – Respondent A –

and suppose that Respondent A’s truthful answer is “yes” and the default answer

is “no”. Consider the following two scenarios – one where Respondent A inputs
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the truthful answer into the randomized response protocol and another where Re-

spondent A inputs the default value into the randomized response protocol. Let

Et (respectively, Ed) denote the event that Respondent A decides to use the truth-

ful answer (respectively, default value) into the randomized response protocol.

Let Oy (respectively, On) be the event that the protocol produces the output “yes”

(respectively, “no”). Then we see that:

P pOy | Etq
P pOy | Edq �

0.51

0.49
� 1.04

P pOn | Etq
P pOn | Edq �

0.49

0.51
� 0.96

In other words, the output distribution is almost the same, regardless of

whether Respondent A uses the true record in the randomized response proto-

col or the default record. Therefore there is little incentive for Respondent A not

to participate in the survey for privacy reasons because the output when she does

participate is almost the same as the output in the private scenario in which she

submits a default record. Note that if the default value was instead “yes”, then

the odds would both be equal to 1.

A Bayesian interpretation can be added on top of these semantics. Consider

an attacker with a prior belief about Respondent A and the general population.

This prior could incorporate side information – for instance, the attacker may be a

neighbor and so might know the sex and age of A, and might also know statistical
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information such as how age is correlated with how people answer the survey

questions. We impose no restrictions on the attacker’s prior. Let R be a variable

representing Respondent A’s attribute. Then simple calculations show:

0.49

0.51
¤ P pR � “yes2 | Oy, Etq
P pR � “yes“ | Oy, Edq ¤

0.51

0.49

0.49

0.51
¤ P pR � “no2 | On, Etq
P pR � “no2 | On, Edq ¤

0.51

0.49

In other words, no matter what the output is (Oy or On), the posterior inference

about Respondent A is almost the same under the scenario in which the Respon-

dent A participates and the private scenario in which she submits a default value

as input to the randomized response protocol. This type of interpretation of pri-

vacy, comparing the distance between the posterior distribution in a scenario in

which the respondent’s data is used to the posterior distribution in a private sce-

nario where it is not, is known as posterior-to-posterior semantics.

3.3.2 Differential Privacy

The development of differential privacy has demonstrated two important conse-

quences. First, the privacy guarantee of randomized response can be extended to

a wider variety of mechanisms when the data collector is trusted (i.e., when the

respondents give their true responses to the data collector and the data collector

runs the mechanism on the data). Second, differential privacy enables the use of

mechanisms that are much more statistically efficient. For example, randomized

response can be used to estimate the true number of “yes” answers among n re-
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spondents with standard deviation proportional to
?
n. On the other hand, with

differential privacy, this number can be estimated with standard deviation that is

constant with respect to n.

There are many variants of differential privacy. We will work with the bounded

ε-differential privacy definition, which assumes all databases have a fixed size n,

because of its natural fit with the premise of a Census, to provide an exact enu-

meration of the U.S. population. Let Xn be the set of all possible input databases

of size n.

Definition 4 (Bounded DP) A mechanism M satisfies bounded ε-differential privacy if

for every pair of databases D,D1 P Xn such that D and D1 differ by the modifica-

tion of one record, and every set of outputs S P rangepMq, we have:

PrpMpDq P Sq ¤ eεPrpMpD1q P Sq

where the probability is only taken with respect to the randomness in M and not

with respect to the data.

The parameter ε is known as the privacy-loss budget. Values of ε near zero

represent more privacy whereas larger values represent greater risk of privacy

loss. In the previous randomized response example, the privacy-loss budget was

ln 0.51
0.49

� 0.04. The qualifier bounded is used to emphasize that the requirement is

over all pairs of datasets that have the same fixed number of records n, in contrast

with unbounded differential privacy (Kifer and Machanavajjhala 2011).

In the posterior-to-posterior interpretation of differential privacy, we compare
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the posterior inference of an arbitrary attacker about a respondent’s record under

two scenarios: (1) the actual release in which the respondent’s true value is used

in the mechanism M and (2) the private counterfactual in which the respondent’s

record is not used in the mechanism and instead replaced with a default value. If

the mechanism satisfies the differential privacy definition, then the attacker’s pos-

terior inference can be shown to be bounded relative to the private counterfactual.

More specifically, let RA be the variable representing respondent A’s infor-

mation, with rA being the true value reported to the survey provider. Let D be

distributed according to the joint distribution of the records in the database and

πpD � dq be an adversary’s prior beliefs about that database defined over possible

databases d P Xn. That is, D is a random variable defined on the Borel measur-

able subsets of the sample space Xn. A realization of D is d P Xn. The prior π

may incorporate any side information about individuals in the data along with

general statistical information about the population. Let D�A represent the ran-

dom variable derived from D when the response for Respondent A is removed

from the data (or similarly d�A for a fixed realization of the database d). If Re-

spondent A’s data RA is used, then the database is D � D�A Y tRAu. Instead, if

Respondent A’s record is replaced with the fixed default record, then the database

is D1 � D�A Y trdu (or d1 � d�A Y trdu for a fixed realization d).

The hypothetical scenario in which Respondent A’s data is deleted and re-

placed by a fixed default record rd, to maintain the total, is a privacy baseline.

This counterfactual is considered private, assuming rd does not depend on rA, in
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the sense that the mechanism cannot act on Respondent A’s information because

it is excluded from the mechanism’s input. The differentially private mechanism

Mpq is run on the data and the result ω is released. For clarity, we note the ran-

domness of MpDq captures the randomness in the mechanism Mpq as well the

attacker’s uncertainty about the databaseD whereasMpdq considers only the ran-

domness about Mpq for a fixed database d. In our model, the attacker knows the

value of the default record and knows whether Respondent A’s true record was

omitted and replaced by the default record. Assume the attacker is interested in

making inference about Respondent A, then for any possible value r of RA, we

can consider the ratio of the attacker’s posterior inference if the true or default

record is included in the database:
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πpRA � r |MpDq � ωq
πpRA � r |MpD1q � ωq (3.1)
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� eε

e�ε
� e2ε

because differential privacy guarantees e�εP pMpd1qq ¤ P pMpdq � ωq ¤
eεP pMpd1q � ωq. We can similarly establish the ratio is bounded below by e�2ε.

Thus for any value r, the attacker’s posterior probability about Respondent A’s

record when his or her record is used is no more than e2ε relative to the posterior
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probability about Respondent A’s record in the private counterfactual where Re-

spondent A’s record is replaced with a default value. In short, we say that use of

the Respondent A’s record sharpened inference by at most e2ε.

Another consequence of the differential privacy definition is that the rela-

tive posterior probability comparing any two values of respondent A’s record is

bounded by e2ε. Let r1 and r2 be any two possible values of RA supported by the

prior πpDq, then

πpRA � r1 |MpDq � ωqLπpRA � r2 |MpDq � ωq
πpRA � r1 |MpD1q � ωqLπpRA � r2 |MpD1q � ωq P re

�2ε, e2εs (3.2)

See Appendix C for the proof. Equation 3.2 further implies that the inference

that can be made about Respondent A’s record is only improved by at most e2ε

relative to the private counterfacutal in which Respondent A’s record is replaced

with a default record. This is the same guarantee as for randomized response,

but differential privacy can help obtain better statistical efficiency. For example,

the number of “yes” answers in a dataset can be released with standard deviation
?

2{ε no matter the size of the dataset, by taking the true count and adding Laplace

noise with scale 1{ε (Dwork et al. 2006).

It is important to note that for an attacker who is making inferences about

Respondent A, the prior πpDq can be arbitrary. Thus, no matter what belief an

attacker may have had about Respondent A, differential privacy guarantees that

the posterior belief is not very much improved when utilizing Respondent A’s

data in the mechanism.
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The term “privacy loss” will be used frequently hereafter. Unless otherwise

specified, privacy loss informally relates to the posterior-to-posterior semantics in-

terpretation of privacy loss as an expression comparing the posterior inference of

an attacker under two scenarios. Although the posterior-to-posterior expressions

studied throughout share a common form, the formal meaning of “privacy loss”

varies from one expression to another. For narrative convenience, we abuse the

terminology throughout. An interpretation of each new expression will be given

as the need arises. Additionally, privacy loss generally references a worst-case

bound taken over arbitrary attacker priors, all neighboring datasets, and all pos-

sible outputs. However, it may sometimes be used relatively as well. Privacy-loss

budget always refers to the ε of differential privacy which measures the maximum

difference of the log odds of observing any output across neighboring data sets.

3.4 Privacy Principles

The field of statistical disclosure limitation (SDL) is over 50 years old. One may

ask why the focus here is on differential privacy rather than on older methods,

such as data swapping, controlled rounding, etc., (Willenborg and de Waal 1996).

The reason is the emergence of important criteria for SDL methods (Dwork et al.

2006; McSherry 2009; Kifer and Lin 2010).

First, mechanisms (i.e., algorithms for SDL) must be accompanied by a mea-

sure ` of information leakage, so that `pMq is a quantification of how much in-
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formation is leaked by M . Information leakage measures must be closed under

post-processing. This criterion can be explained as follows. Suppose M1 is any

mechanism on D and M2 is any mechanism on M1pDq, i.e., M2pM1pDqq, then

`pM2q ¤ `pM1q. In information theory, this is known as the information processing

inequality. In the case of ε-differential privacy, the privacy-loss budget ε serves as

a measure of information leakage.4 It is well-known (e.g., McSherry (2009)) that

this measure of information leakage is closed under post-processing.

The next criterion for leakage measures is composition. It can be explained as

follows. Let D be a dataset. Let M1 and M2 be two mechanisms and let M3 be

the mechanism that returns M1pDq and M2pDq, one could release: M1pDq only,

M2pDq only, or both (i.e., M3pDq). Clearly, the last case should be considered the

most disclosive as the outputs of M1 and M2 together leak at least as much in-

formation about the confidential data as either output would alone. The compo-

sition property requires that their measured information leakage be subadditive:

`pM3q ¤ `pM1q � `pM2q. This allows information leakage to be treated like a mon-

etary cost: the cost of releasing M1pDq and M2pDq together is at most the sum of

their individual costs. This property allows statistical agencies to develop disclo-

sure avoidance algorithms from smaller pieces – if the total allowable information

leakage is, say, at most 3, then one set of tabulations can be produced with a mech-

anism M1 whose privacy leakage is measured as 1 and another set of tabulations

can be produced with a mechanism M2 whose privacy leakage is measured as 2.

4Specifically, ε is equal to supω,D1,D2
ln P pMpD1q�ωq

P pMpD2q�ωq , where the supremum ranges over all pairs
D1, D2 that differ on the value of one record.
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The combined release of both tabulations therefore satisfies the desired bound of

3.

Many disclosure control methods do not satisfy composition. For example,

two independent releases of information using k-anonymity can exactly reveal

many records in the original data (Ganta et al. 2008).

The privacy-loss budget ε from differential privacy is one of the few known

leakage measures that have the composition property and are closed under post-

processing.

Next, one may ask why the the focus here is on comparing posterior distribu-

tions rather than on formulating a leakage measure that compares an attacker’s

prior distribution to the posterior distribution after seeing the output MpDq of a

privacy mechanism M . The main reason is that prior-to-posterior semantics rely

on a consensus of what prior or set of priors are reasonable. Such a consensus is

unlikely to happen with Census data.

3.5 Privacy Loss and Invariants

We now return to the problem of quantifying the privacy loss of a differentially

private mechanism in the presence of invariants. Consider the case of two algo-

rithms Q and M . Algorithm Q operates deterministically on the collected data

and outputs the values I of the invariants. Recall that invariants are a set of sta-
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tistical tabulations that are released exactly without formal privacy protections.

The algorithm M satisfies bounded ε-differential privacy and produces an output

ω. We assume the algorithmic details (e.g., source code) of M and Q are public

knowledge.

3.5.1 Generally Unquantifiable Aspect of the Privacy Loss

One of differential privacy’s selling points is that it offers broad guarantees against

arbitrary attacker priors. However, when any invariant is released, this claim no

longer holds. There is unavoidable privacy loss that cannot be quantified with-

out making assumptions about an attacker’s prior. Therefore it is impossible to

bound the privacy loss due to invariants for arbitrary attacker priors in the same

multiplicitive manner as before. Invariants provide information that will allow

certain attackers to completely rule out certain record types for a respondent, or

in the more extreme case, have complete certainty about one or more attributes

of a respondent. To see this, consider an arbitrary attacker’s prior about the

records in the database πpDq. Marginalizing πpDq to Respondent A, leads us to

the attacker’s prior about Respondent A, πpRAq. After releasing the invariants

QpDq � I , the updated prior for Respondent A would be πpRA|QpDq � Iq, and

defining invariants and priors such that for some record value r, πpRA � rq ¡ 0

but πpRA � r|QpDq � Iq � 0, is a straightforward exercise. In the extreme case,

releasing the invariants gives the attacker certainty about the value of Respondent

A’s record, meaning πpRA � rq   1 and πpRA � r|QpDq � Iq � 1.
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Instead considering posterior-to-posterior semantics, we run into a similar

problem when comparing πpRA � r|QpDq � Iq with the attacker’s inference in

a counterfactual in which a default record was used, in place of Respondent A’s

record, to compute the invariants πpRA � r|QpD1q � I 1q. The invariants QpDq � I

and QpD1q � I 1 can conflict such that certain record values for Respondent A are

ruled out in one scenario but not the other. Thus the attacker would have signifi-

cantly different inferences between the actual release and the private counterfac-

tual (i.e., the posterior-to-posterior comparison can be unbounded). As a result, a

general multiplicative bound is not possible and we view the initial privacy loss

due to the release of invariants as generally unquantifiable.

One may question the realism of such examples. This is a fair concern as the

conclusions of an attacker can vary greatly, depending on the priors used. Yet, the

alternative practice of enumerating classes of “reasonable” attackers is knowingly

flawed. The conundrum before us is that in considering the release invariants,

policy makers must weigh an unquantifiable privacy risk against whatever bene-

fits may be derived from releasing certain exact statistics.

3.5.2 Privacy Loss due to the Mechanism given the Invariants

One way to view privacy loss in the presence of invariants is to only consider

the privacy loss conditional on the invariant information, effectively treating the

true invariants as public information. More specifically, the private counterfac-
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tual does not omit Respondent A’s record from the invariant computation (i.e.,

QpDq is released), but then replaces his or her record with a default value rd for

the execution of M . Thus MpD1q is published, where D1 � D�A Y rd. In this coun-

terfactual world, the attacker knows that, after the invariants were computed, the

true record of RespondentAwas replaced with rd. Thus rd must be determined in-

dependently of the true record rA. In order to quantify the privacy loss due to the

mechanism M given the invariants, the natural posterior-posterior comparison is:

1. Actual Release: QpDq and MpDq.

2. Private Counterfactual: QpDq and MpD1q

Following the same steps as in Section 3.3, we bound the posterior-to-posterior

ratio:

πpRA � r | QpDq � I,MpDq � ωq
πpRA � r | QpDq � I,MpD1q � ωq P re

�2ε, e2εs (3.3)

Therefore conditioning on the release of invariants I , the privacy loss due to the

mechanismM is at most e2ε. While this result is accurate, it does not acknowledge

the full impact of the invariants on the mechanism. To illustrate this in a simple

way, consider the following artificial example. Suppose each respondent provides

an integer from the range r0, ks. Thus the data D consist of n integers R1, . . . , Rn.

Consider the following invariants: R1�R2, R2�R3, R3�R4, . . . , Rn�1�Rn. There

are n� 1 linear equations on n unknowns, so that knowing Rj for any j means all

of the other Ri can be determined exactly.5

5Note that in some situations, the invariants exactly determine all the data. For example, if
even one sum Ri �Ri�1 equals 0, the invariants reveal every record.
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An example of a mechanism M that satisfies bounded ε-differential privacy is

one that adds independent Laplace random variables Zi with scale k{ε (and vari-

ance 2k2{ε2) to each Ri, where the constant k is determined by the mathematical

properties of the queries that M is permitted to accept. (Dwork et al. 2006).

Example 2 In the absence of invariants, the only available estimate of R1 is the

outputR1�Z1. The mean of this estimate isR1 (i.e., it is unbiased) and its variance

is 2k2{ε2 (the variance of the Laplace random variable Z1).

Example 3 However, the invariants do exist and they do affect information leak-

age. Consider the actual case where M uses the true value of R1. Because of the

invariants there are now many ways to get independent estimates of R1.

• The noisy estimate R1 � Z1 provides an estimate of R1 with variance 2k2{ε2
• The noisy estimate R2 � Z2 provides another independent noisy estimate of
R1 (obtained by subtractingR2�Z2 from the invariantR1�R2) with variance
2k2{ε2.
• In a similar manner, each Rj � Zj provides yet another independent noisy

estimate of R1 with variance 2k2{ε2

These n noisy estimates can be averaged to obtain a new estimate of R1 that has

variance (i.e. squared error) equal to 2k2{pnε2q. Note that use of the constraints

0 ¤ Ri ¤ k has the potential of reducing variance even more. For example, if we

know that R1 �R2 � 1, then R1 is either 0 or 1.

Example 4 Now suppose R1 is changed to k before running M . Then M does not

use the true value of R1 in its computation. Now we have the following estimates:
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• The noisy estimate k � Z1 provides an (inaccurate) estimate of R1 with
squared error at most k2 � 2k2{ε2 (which would be the case if the true value
was R1 � 0). Call this estimate Y1.

• The noisy estimateR2�Z2 provides an independent unbiased noisy estimate
of R1 (obtained by subtracting R2 � Z2 from the invariant R1 � R2) with
variance 2k2{ε2. Call this estimate Y2.

• In a similar manner, eachRj�Zj provides yet another independent unbiased
noisy estimate of R1 with variance 2k2{ε2. We use Yj to refer to the resulting
estimates.

These n noisy estimates can be averaged to obtain a new estimate of R1 that has

squared error equal to

E
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n2

¤ k2 � 2k2{ε2 � pn� 1q2k2{ε2
n2

� k2

n2
� 2k2{pnε2q

Thus feeding M an incorrect value can increase the variance by at most k2{n2.

When n is large, this increase in variance is negligible and the overall squared er-

ror of the estimate of R is small regardless of whether M used the real value of R1

or not (and further refinements to this inference, such as using the constraints that

0 ¤ Ri ¤ k would serve to reduce the variance even more). Hence the invariants

greatly amplify the information leakage.
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The reason for this sharp inference is that the invariants in this example in-

duced a strong dependence between all of the records. Thus, while the resulting

privacy breach is mostly due to the invariants (rather than M ), the possibility of

reconstruction cannot be ignored and it is desirable to have semantics for the am-

plified privacy leakage caused by Q possibly interacting unfavorably with M .

In Definition 4, note the importance of neighboring databases is to ensure an

attacker has difficulty distinguishing between similar databases given the output

of the mechanism, and thus remains uncertain about the true database. How-

ever, when invariants are released the attacker can rule out any database that is

not consistent with the invariants, decreasing the uncertainty. Further, the num-

ber of neighboring databases, as defined by the modification of one record, may

be significantly reduced because some modifications may not be consistent with

the invariants. Even releasing the total database size reduces the number of pos-

sible databases. In extreme cases, there may not be any consistent neighboring

databases, rendering the privacy bound PrpMpdq P Sq ¤ eεPrpMpd1q P Sq mean-

ingless. In order to better account for the impact of invariants on neighboring

databases of the mechanism, we introduce the idea of modification strategies and

group modification strategies.
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3.6 Tools for Analyzing Leakage Guarantees

For a disclosure avoidance system that publishes invariants and differentially pri-

vate output from the same input data, we consider three types of privacy loss:

1. The privacy loss due to publication of invariants. As discussed in Section 3.5,
this loss may not be quantifiable without making assumptions about the
prior of an attacker.

2. The privacy loss due to the mechanism M . As discussed in Section 3.5, this
loss can be quantified using the comparison of inferences about a person’s
data in two hypothetical situations: one in which person A’s data is used in
the computation of M versus one in which person A’s data was not used in
the computation of M .

3. The privacy loss due to the composition of the invariant release Q and the
mechanism M . This privacy loss is a result of dependence between infor-
mation released by Q and M . It consists of loss attributed to M and the
amplification of this loss due to Q (as illustrated in Examples 3 and 4 in Sec-
tion 3.5).

In this section, we develop the tools and concepts that will help provide semantics

for the privacy loss of Item (3).

To analyze, we need to consider the following general setting for data release:

• The invariant computation QpDq produces its output I prior to the execution
of the bounded ε differentially private algorithm M .

• The inputs of the algorithm M are a vector I of numbers and a dataset D.
The output ω of MpI,Dq must satisfy Qpωq � I . That is, we can always
recover the first input of M from its output ω.

• The mechanism M satisfies bounded ε-differential privacy with respect to D
– that is, for any fixed I and for all pairs pD,D1q that differ on the value of
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one record, and all ω, P pMpI,Dq � ωq ¤ eεP pMpI,D1q � ωq.6

After I and ω are published, the inferences that are possible depend on how

they were generated. Thus a first attempt to quantify the privacy loss in Item (3)

would be to compare posterior probabilities for the following two scenarios:

1. Actual Release: QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ω – all algorithms operate on the origi-

nal data.

2. Private Counterfactual: QpD�A Y trduq � I 1,MpI 1, D�A Y trduq � ω – all algo-

rithms operate on the modified data that uses a default record for Respon-

dent A.

However, unless I � I 1, one of the two events must occur with zero probability

because Qpωq can only yield one of the two possible invariant inputs toM . As a re-

sult, if I � I 1, no meaningful bound on the ratio of the posteriors can be provided

(as in the discussion of Section 3.5 about the initial privacy loss caused by invari-

ants). Thus we must develop more nuanced models of the private counterfactual

that enforce I � I 1.

To do so, we use the notion of a modification strategy (Bassily et al. 2013). In-

tuitively, one can think of a modification strategy as a procedure that scrubs in-

formation from a dataset about a person but preserves the invariants (i.e., delete

6Note that from the point of view ofM , I is just a constraint on the output ω such thatQpωq � I .
Privacy-loss amplification occurs when QpDq � I , that is when I is the actual invariant of the data
and not just a set of numbers specified a priori. This notation makes privacy-loss amplification
easier to see, as the full algorithm (which uses the true invariants) is MpQpDq, Dq.
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record rA and replace it with a record rd such that D�AY rd satisfies the invariants

I). We define modification strategies as follows.

Definition 5 (Modification Strategy) A modification strategy φA is a (possibly ran-

domized) modification of a database D that preserves the invariants QpDq � I .

The modified database is denoted as φApD�A, Iq and φA satisfies the following

conditions:

1. The data sets D and φApD�A, Iq have the same number of records, and they

only differ in a Respondent A’s record, rA, versus the replacement record, rd.

That is, φApD�A, Iq � D�A Y rd

2. The equality QpφApD�A, Iqq � QpDq holds for all D – the modification strat-

egy maintains consistency with invariants.

Note that the inputs to the modification strategy φA are D�A and I , so φA receives

no information about the reported record of Respondent A except for information

necessary to compute the invariant I . In this sense, the selection of rd has minimal

dependence on rA.

For example, suppose the total population and voting-age population are re-

leased as invariants at the block level. In that case, comparing D�A to I will com-

pletely determine the block and voting-age status of Respondent A (but not the

specific age, or reported race, etc.). So φA will have access to information about

the reported voting-age status and block, but will not have access to any other

reported information from Respondent A. Under the modification strategy, it is
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as if Respondent A only provided information about block and voting-age status

and opted not to provide any additional information.

Under the posterior-to-posterior approach we compare the actual release to

a counterfactual in which the modification strategy is used. With this idea, we

consider the following two scenarios:

1. Actual Release: QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ω.

2. Private Counterfactual: φA is used everywhere, QpφApD�A, Iqq �
I,MpI, φApD�A, Iqq � ω.

The privacy in the counterfactual is conditional on the invariants: no information

from Respondent A is used beyond what is necessary to compute the invariants.

This is a relative guarantee: the privacy loss due to invariants is generally not

quantifiable, but any privacy loss beyond that is protected by the modification

strategy. For example, if the invariants released are highly disclosive about Re-

spondent A, then this respondent does not have much privacy to begin with. An

extreme case is if the only record that could be added to D�A in order to satisfy

the invariants I is Respondent A’s true record rA (see Examples 3 and 4), then the

invariants are highly disclosive and there is nothing left for the modification strat-

egy to protect about respondent A. However, if the invariants are less disclosive –

for example, if at least one variable in the data is not involved in the computation

of the invariants – then there always exists a non-trivial modification strategy that

can scrub information about these variable(s).
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The posterior-to-posterior semantics are now used to analyze the degree to

which a modification strategy will affect an attacker’s inference:

πpRA � r | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpRA � r | QpφApD�A, Iqq � I,MpI, φApD�A, Iqq � ωq (3.4)

where πpDq is the attacker’s prior beliefs about the records in the database.

Theorem 5 Let D be a random variable distributed according to the joint distri-

bution of the records in the database including Respondent A, πpD � dq be an

arbitrary prior defined for d P Xn held by an arbitrary attacker, Q be a determin-

istic algorithm for computing invariants, M be a bounded ε-differentially private

mechanism that takes both invariants and a database as input. Let RA be the

record for Respondent A, r be a possible record value, and φA be a modification

strategy. Then for fixed I and any ω

πpRA � r | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpRA � r | QpφApD�A, Iqq � I,MpI, φApD�A, Iqq � ωq P

�
e�2ε, e2ε

�
.

See Appendix C for the proof. Theorem 5 implies that the inference an attacker

can make about respondent A after the mechanism’s release is at best e2ε times

sharper in actuality than in the private counterfactual. This brings together the

two components of the privacy guarantee: (1) the counterfactual, which only uti-

lizes information from RespondentA necessary to compute the invariants and can

be considered private when the invariants are not themselves too disclosive, and

(2) for small ε, attacker inference will be similar in the actual release and in the

counterfactual.
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Regardless of the particular modification strategy in use, the respondent

should be “almost indifferent” between the actual release and the private coun-

terfactual. This idea can be formalized by following the line of utilitarian rea-

soning employed by Ghosh and Roth (2015). Suppose uA : X Ñ R is a util-

ity representation of Respondent A’s preferences over some set of future events

X . Since two mechanisms release information, it may be natural to assume any

distribution induced on X should condition on the outputs from each (i.e., con-

sider an arbitrary f : RangepQq � RangepMq Ñ ∆pX qq. However, by construc-

tion the output of Q can be fully recovered from the output of M , so it suffices

to consider g : RangepMq Ñ ∆pX q (e.g., for an arbitrary f , we could define

gpMpI,Dqq � fpQpMpI,Dqq,MpI,Dqq � fpI,MpI,Dqq where QpDq � I). If Re-

spondent A faces a choice between participating in the actual release scenario and

the counterfactual scenario implied by a particular ϕA, he or she can be assured

that future expected utility from participation in the actual release scenario will

decrease by at most a multiplicative factor of eε compared to the expected utility

from opting-for the counterfactual.

Ex�gpMpQpDq,DqqruApxqs �
¸
xPX

uApxq Pr
gpMpQpDq,Dqq

rxs

¤ eε
¸
xPX

uApxq Pr
gpMpQpϕApDqq,ϕApDqqq

rxs

� eεEx�gpMpQpϕApDqq,DqquApxq
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Ex�gpMpQpDq,DqqruApxqs
Ex�gpMpQpϕApD�A,Iqq,ϕApD�A,IqqqruApxqs

�
°
xPX uApxq Pr

gpMpQpDq,Dqq
rxs°

xPX uApxq Pr
gpMpQpϕApD�A,Iqq,ϕApD�A,Iqqq

rxs P re
�ε, eεs

The bound follows since PrgpMpQpDq,Dqqrxs{PrgpMpQpϕApDA,Iqq,ϕApD�A,Iqqqrxs P
re�ε, eεs as g � M is bounded ε-differentially private. Note that since MpI,Dq is

bounded ε-differentially private only with respect to its second input D, the invo-

cation of the post-processing claim that g �M is bounded ε-differentially private

is only admissible because QpDq � QpϕApD�A, Iqq.

3.7 Interpreting Guarantees for Census Invariants

In this section, we consider the privacy impact of the specific invariants under

consideration by the U.S. Census Bureau for the 2018 End-to-End Census Test

and the 2020 Census. For illustration, assume a data schema with the following

variables:

1. Geography

2. Relationship To Householder (Including GQ status)

3. Sex

4. Age

5. Hispanic or Latino Ethnicity

6. Race
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The list of invariants for consideration is as follows:

• C1: Total population per block.

• C2: Voting-age population per block.

• C3: Number of housing units per block.

• C4: Number of occupied housing units per block.7

• C5: Number of group quarters facilities by type, per block. The count of
group quarters facilities by type per block includes:

– Group quarters type (e.g., federal prison, college dormitory).

– Single-sex institution status (e.g., female-only, male-only, unrestricted)

– Age restrictions (e.g., minor-only, adult-only, unrestricted)

Given a choice of invariants from C1 - C5, we consider the privacy implica-

tions of releasing the invariants along with the outputs of a mechanism satisfying

differential privacy. We consider the posterior-to-posterior protections offered to

each respondent according to Theorem 5 relative to the private counterfactual in

which the respondent reports the minimal information necessary to compute the

invariants.

Case 1: C1 only

The only invariant is the total population per block. In any reconstruction, the

block-level record count will always be correct. Per Theorem 5, the inference an

attacker can make about a respondent after the mechanism’s release is at best e2ε

times better than if all the attributes of a respondent’s record, except the block,

7Note that this is equivalent to the number of householders per block.
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were replaced with arbitrary values. The privacy protection for a respondent’s

block-level geocode is not quantified by Theorem 5.

Case 2: C1, C2

The invariants are the total population per block and the voting age population

per block. In any reconstruction, the total population and the voting-age popu-

lation at the block-level will always be correct. Per Theorem 5, the inference an

attacker can make about a respondent after the mechanism’s release is at best e2ε

times better than if all the attributes of a respondent’s record, except the block and

voting age status, were replaced with arbitrary values. This means than attributes

like sex, race, and ethnicity can be modified arbitrarily. However, age can only be

modified as long as the voting-age status does not change. The privacy protection

for a respondent’s block-level geocode or voting age status is not quantified by

Theorem 5.

Case 3: C1, C3

The invariants are the total population per block and the number of housing

units per block. In any reconstruction, the total population and the housing-unit

counts at the block-level will always be correct. Recall that we define housing sta-

tus as whether a respondent lives in a household and is a householder, or lives in

a household and is not a householder, or lives in a group quarters. Per Theorem 5,
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the inference an attacker can make about a respondent after the mechanism’s re-

lease is at best e2ε times better than if all the attributes of a respondent’s record,

except the block and housing status, were replaced with arbitrary values. Modifi-

cations to the relationship to householder attribute (from which housing status is

derived) are constrained as follows:

1. For respondents in blocks with no housing units, no record for a person in a

GQ can be altered to instead be in a household.

2. For respondents in blocks with at least one housing unit, there are no restric-

tions.

The privacy protection for a respondent’s block-level geocode is not quantified by

Theorem 5. The housing status for respondents in group quarters with no housing

units is also not quantified by Theorem 5.

Case 4: C1, C4

The invariants are the total population per block and number of occupied

housing units per block. In any reconstruction, the total population and the occu-

pied housing-unit counts at the block-level will always be correct. Per Theorem 5,

the inference an attacker can make about a respondent after the mechanism’s re-

lease is at best e2ε times better than if all the attributes of a respondent’s record,

except the block and housing status, were replaced with arbitrary values. Modifi-

cations to the relationship to householder attribute (from which housing status is
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derived) are constrained as follows.

1. A non-householder respondent’s record may be altered to be a GQ record
(or vice versa)

2. A GQ or non-householder record cannot be altered to a householder record.

3. The relation to householder of a householder cannot be modified.

4. Respondents in blocks with only GQ units cannot have their record altered
to instead be in a household.

The privacy protection for a respondent’s block-level geocode is not quantified by

Theorem 5. The housing status for householders in any block as well as for GQ

residents in blocks with no housing units is not quantified by Theorem 5.

Case 5: C1, C5

The invariants are the total population per block and the number of group

quarters facilities by type per block. In any reconstruction, the total population

and the group quarters’ facilities counts by type at the block-level will always be

correct. Per Theorem 5, the inference an attacker can make about a respondent

after the mechanism’s release is at best e2ε times better than if race and ethnicity

were modified arbitrarily, while modifications to relation to householder, sex, and

age satisfy the following restrictions.

1. Vacant group quarters are not tabulated. Individuals in group quarters con-

taining only one person cannot change their relation to householder (i.e.,
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they cannot change their housing status). If this group quarters has restric-

tions on age and sex then these attributes cannot be modified as well.

2. For respondents living in blocks containing no group quarters, the relation

to householder can be modified to any value that is valid for people living

in households.

The privacy protection for a respondent’s block-level geocode is not quantifiable

under Theorem 5. For individuals living in a group quarters containing only one

person, the protections for relation to householder, age, and sex are also not quan-

tified by Theorem 5.

Case 6: C3, C5

The invariants are the number of housing units and the number and type of

group quarters facilities in each block. Per Theorem 5, the privacy protections

vary for different individuals.

1. For individuals living in a group quarters that contains only one person, the

inference an attacker can make about a respondent after the mechanism’s

release is at best e2ε times better than if all attributes except block, relation-

to-householder, age, and sex were arbitrarily modified. Sex can be arbitrarily

modified if the group quarters does not contain restrictions on sex, and age

can be modified in any way that is consistent with the age restrictions in the

group quarters.
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2. For any other individual, the inference an attacker can make about a re-

spondent after the mechanism’s release is at best e2ε times better than if the

entire record is modified arbitrarily subject to the following restrictions: if

the reported block is changed to a block with no households, the relation to

householder cannot imply that the person lives in a household. The altered

age and sex must be consistent with the allowable age and sex for group

quarters in that block. If the reported block is changed to a block with no

group quarters, the relation to householder cannot imply the person lives in

a group quarters.

The protections for block-level geocode, relation to householder, age, and sex

of respondents in group quarters containing only one person are not quantified

by Theorem 5.

Case 7: C1, C3, C5

The invariants are the population total at each block, the number of housing

units per block, and the number and type of group quarters facilities per block.

The privacy guarantee combines the restrictions taken from the privacy guaran-

tees of Cases 4-6:

1. For respondents living in blocks that contain both GQ and housing units, a
non-householder respondent’s record may be altered to be a GQ record (and
vice versa).

2. A GQ or non-householder record cannot be altered to be a householder
record.
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3. The relation to householder of a householder cannot be modified.

4. Respondents in blocks with only GQ units cannot have their record altered
to instead be in a household.

5. For respondents living in blocks containing no group quarters, relation to
householder can be modified to any value that is valid for people living in
households.

6. For individuals living in a group quarters that contains only one person, all
attributes except block, relation-to-householder, age, and sex can be arbi-
trarily modified. Sex can be arbitrarily modified if the group quarters does
not contain restrictions on sex, and age can be modified in any way that is
consistent with the age restrictions in the group quarters.

Case 8: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5

The invariants are the population total at each block, the voting-age population

per block, the number of housing units per block, the number of occupied hous-

ing units per block, and the number and type of group quarters per block. The

privacy guarantee combines the restrictions taken from each of the prior Cases

1-7. In particular, the inference an attacker can make about a respondent after the

mechanism’s release is at best e2ε times better than if block and voting-age sta-

tus were unmodified, race and ethnicity were modified arbitrarily, and the rest of

the attributes modified as allowed by the restrictions of Cases 1-7 (in particular,

individuals living in blocks with no households have the most restrictions).
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3.8 Group Modification Strategies

Modification strategies are designed to reason about privacy for one person at a

time and do so by filling in the deleted record of a respondent with values that

preserved the invariants in the resulting data. Their ability to generate semantics

is limited for some attributes (such as block, when block population totals are

invariant).

It is possible to extend the idea of modification strategies and private coun-

terfactuals to reason about groups of people and provide more nuanced privacy

semantics. In this extension, the records of a set S of respondents are first re-

moved, and then a modification strategy fills in those missing records in order to

preserve the invariants. We call this a group modification strategy ϕS .

Definition 6 (Group Modification Strategy) Given a set S of respondents, a group

modification strategy ϕS is a (possibly randomized) modification of a database

D that preserves invariants QpDq � I . The modified database is denoted as

ϕSpD�S , Iq and satisfies the following conditions:

1. The data sets D and ϕSpD�S , Iq have the same number of records and only

differ in at most |S| records, those of the respondents in S.

2. The equality QpϕSpD�S , Iqq � QpDq holds for all D – the modification strat-

egy maintains consistency with invariants.

The inputs to the modification strategy, D�S and I , contain no information for
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the respondents in S, except what is necessary to compute the invariants I . As in

the single record modification strategy case, we can consider two scenarios:

1. Actual Release: QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ω.

2. Private Counterfactual: ϕS is used everywhere, QpϕSpD�S , Iqq �
I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ω.

In Examples 3 and 4 there is no single record modification strategy that can

be interpreted as private because the only record that can be added to D�A is the

true record rA (any one-record change to the database invalidates the invariants).

It is, however, possible to provide some form of guarantee using a group modifi-

cation strategy. In the case of Examples 3 and 4, the set S would include all of the

respondents.

The following theorem provides posterior-to-posterior semantics that relate

the privacy provided by the private counterfactual world to the privacy provided

when a mechanism M satisfying ε-differential privacy is used in the actual world.

Theorem 6 Let D be a random variable distributed according to the joint distribu-

tion of all the records in a database, πpD � dq be an arbitrary attacker’s prior sup-

ported over d P Xn about all records in the database. Let Q be a deterministic al-

gorithm for computing invariants, M be a bounded ε-differentially private mech-

anism that takes both invariants and a database as input. Let S � tA1, A2, . . . , Aku
be a set of k respondents from the database, R represent the joint distribution of
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any subset of records from respondents A1, . . . , Ak and ~r be a possible record vec-

tor value. Let ϕS be a group modification strategy for S. Then for fixed I and any

ω,

πpR � ~r | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpR � ~r | QpϕSpD�S , Iqq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq P

�
e�2|S|ε, e2|S|ε

�

See Appendix C for the proof. This leads to a similar interpretation of privacy

guarantees for respondents in S (collectively or individually) to that of Theorem

5. The inference an arbitrary attacker can make about any subsets of respondents

in S is at most e2|S|ε times sharper than in the private counterfactual in which a

group modification is used. In the private counterfactual, only invariant statistics

aggregated for the entire group are used by the mechanism. Therefore no infor-

mation regarding the specific assignment of invariant-related variables to specific

group members or any variables not related to the computation of invariants for

the group member are utilized by the mechanism in the private counterfactual.

Assuming that the set S has been chosen such that there are multiple possible

different assignments of attributes to group members (i.e., uncertainty), then the

counterfactual may be considered private for the members of S (acknowledging

the initial privacy loss due to the invariants). As before, the privacy loss due to

the invariants themselves is generally not quantifiable. This establishes the two

components of the privacy guarantee: (1) the counterfactual is private assuming

the invariants are not themselves too disclosive and (2) for small ε and |S|, attacker

inference will be similar in the actual release and in the counterfactual.

In addition to the group privacy guarantee conditional on the invariants, the
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group modification strategy also offers a more nuanced protection of invariant at-

tributes for a respondent than the single record modification strategy. Recall that

in the private counterfactual associated with the single record modification strat-

egy, Respondent A still had to provide information about her invariant attributes

in order to calculate I . By considering the differences between the invariant totals

in D�A and I , it would be possible to recover Respondent A’s invariant attributes.

As a result, no statement could be made about the protection of Respondent A’s

invariant attributes in the counterfactual world. However with a group modifica-

tion strategy, Respondent A’s invariant attributes are only provided as an aggre-

gate along with the invariant attributes of the other respondents in S. In this way,

Respondent A’s invariant attributes can be ‘hidden’ amongst the groups’ aggre-

gate invariant attributes, assuming some heterogeneity exists among the group’s

members invariant attributes. In order for this to be meaningful, Respondent A’s

invariant attributes must not be recoverable from D�S and I . This protection of-

fered to a respondent’s invariant attributes in the counterfactual is different from

that offered to non-invariant attributes in the sense that the invariant attribute is

still used in the mechanism. However, since it can be hidden amongst the aggre-

gate invariants of the group, the inference of some attackers in the counterfactual

about Respondent A’s invariant attributes would be weakened because of addi-

tional uncertainty, and therefore the counterfactual is in a sense more private for

these attributes than with single record modification strategies. However, with

the group modification strategy the posterior-posterior bound relative to the ac-

tual release is larger (e2|S|ε vs. e2ε).
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3.9 Tools for Analyzing Leakage Guarantees as Odds Ratios

In this section we extend our privacy semantics with the use of group modification

strategies to study the ability of an attacker to discriminate between alternatives.

For each person, we specify a set of secret pairs Spairs � tpσa1 , σb1q, . . . , pσa` , σb`qu.
We are interested in protecting against an attacker using the output of M to im-

prove his inference about how likely it is that σai is true about a person’s record

r compared to σbi being true. We express those statements mathematically as ei-

ther σaiprq � True or σbiprq � True, because for each i, σai and σbi are mutually

exclusive.

To measure the relative likelihood of one secret compared to another, we treat

the record as a random variable R (since the attacker does not know it) and we

calculate the odds. The odds are the probability that σaipRq �True given an at-

tacker’s prior π, the output of M , and the output of Q divided by the probability

that σbipRq �True given an attacker’s prior π, the output of M , and the output of

Q:

πpσaipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpσbipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq

We compare these odds to the odds assuming a private counterfactual in which

there is a group S of people whose information is removed and who only report

the group statistics that are necessary to maintain the invariants. We employ a

group modification strategy that replaces the deleted records with values that sat-
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isfy the invariants. A properly chosen group will mean that there are several

possible assignments of attributes to the record of Respondent A and in the pri-

vate counterfactual no information about any of these possible assignments are

reported. In this private counterfactual world, the odds are:

πpσaipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq
πpσbipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq

The privacy leakage is then the following odds ratio and represents the im-

provement in inference due to using true records rather than the modification

strategy which scrubs records:

πpσaipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq

πpσbipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq

πpσaipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq

πpσbipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq

�

πpσaipRq � True,QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq

πpσbipRq � True,QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq

πpσaipRq � True,QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq

πpσbipRq � True,QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq

�

°
d πpσaipRq � True,QpDq � I,D � dqP pMpI, dq � ωq

°
d πpσbipRq � True,QpDq � I,D � dqP pMpI, dq � ωq

°
d πpσaipRq � True,QpDq � I,D � dqP pMpI, ϕSpd�S , Iqq � ωq

°
d πpσbipRq � True,QpDq � I,D � dqP pMpI, ϕSpd�S , Iqq � ωq

P re�2ε|S|, e2ε|S|s

when M satisfies bounded ε-differential privacy. This result is summarized as

follows:
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Theorem 7 LetD be a random variable representing the true database, π be an arbi-

trary prior on D held by an attacker, Q be an algorithm for computing invariants,

M be an bounded ε-differentially private mechanism that takes both invariants

and a database as input. LetR be the random variable (in the view of the attacker)

corresponding to the record for Respondent A. Let S be a group of people and let

ϕS be a group modification strategy. Then for any fixed I and ω and any secret

pair pσai , σbiq,

πpσaipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq

πpσbipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq

πpσaipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq

πpσbipRq � True | QpDq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq

P re�2ε|S|, e2ε|S|s

Note that Theorem 6 can be used directly to provide odds ratio bounds as well,

but those bounds would be worse (i.e., e4|S| instead of e2|S|).

3.10 Guarantees for Attributes Involved in Computation of Cen-

sus Invariants

In Section 3.7, we considered the privacy impact of invariants under Theorem 5. In

short, attributes involved in the computation of invariants were not given quan-

tifiable protection but the rest of the attributes had quantifiable protections. In this

section, we use Theorem 6 and Theorem 7 to provide more nuanced guarantees

for these attributes. The schema and invariants are as defined in Section 3.7.
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Case 1: C1 only.

Per Theorem 7, the inference an attacker can make about a respondent’s block

after the mechanism’s release is at best e4ε times better than if the respondent’s

block was swapped with the block of another respondent.

Case 2: C1, C2

Per Theorem 7, the inference an attacker can make about a respondent’s block

and voting-age status after the mechanism’s release is at best e8ε times better than

if the voting-age status and block of the respondent and 3 other individuals were

arbitrarily reassigned. More specifically, for any group of 4 individuals consist-

ing of one voting age and one non-voting age person in one block and one voting

age and one non-voting age person in a second block, the assignment of block and

voting-age status to each individual is protected by an inference bound of e8ε com-

pared to a private counterfactual in which those attributes in their records were

randomly re-assigned among the 4 individuals.

Case 3: C1, C3

Under the basic analysis of Section 3.7, there were no quantifiable protections

of housing status and block, and in some cases age and sex. However, with The-

orem 7, the inference an attacker can make about a respondent’s record is at most

e4ε times better than if the block and housing status of a respondent were swapped
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with that of another individual, and the rest of the record was altered arbitrarily.

Case 4: C1, C4

The privacy guarantees provided by Theorem 7 are the same as in Case 3.

Case 5: C1, C5

Under Theorem 7, the inference an attacker can make about a respondent’s

record is at most e4ε times better than if the block and housing status of a respon-

dent were swapped with that of another individual, and the other values in this

pair of records were modified arbitrarily subject to edit rules. For example, if the

respondent is from a block containing only female-only dormitories, then after

swapping blocks with another individual, that individual’s reported sex would

be changed to female by edit rules. However, the assignment of which individual

belongs to which block and has which sex is protected with an inference bound of

at most e4ε compared to a random re-assignment of blocks to the pair of individu-

als.

Case 6: C3, C5

Vacant group quarters are not tabulated, and so the invariants reveal a mini-

mum on the population in each block, and Theorem 7 is needed. For individuals
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living in group quarters containing only one person, as per Theorem 7, inference

about whether housing status is protected by an inference bound of at most e4ε

than if the housing status of the respondent’s record was swapped with that of

another record and both records were modified arbitrarily (subject to edit rules

as in case 5). For individuals not living in a single-person group quarters, as per

Theorem 7, inference about any part of the response is protected by an inference

bound of at most e2ε than if the entire record was arbitrarily modified.

Case 7: C1, C3, C5

The analysis is similar to Cases 3 and 5. Under Theorem 7, the inference an

attacker can make about a respondent’s record is at most e4ε times better than if

the block of a respondent was swapped with the block of another individual, and

the other values in this pair of records were modified arbitrarily subject to edit

rules (as in Case 5).

Case 8: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5

When all five invariants are used, the privacy guarantees are most complicated

and have the weakest upper bound in inference. If the respondent is in any group

of 8 people, with 4 from one block (having all combinations of voting age status

and housing status) and 4 from another block (having all combinations of voting

status and housing status), then Theorem 7 guarantees that the inference an at-
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tacker can make about a respondent’s record is at most e16ε times better than if the

assignment of block, voting age status and housing status were randomly reas-

signed within the group.

3.11 Conclusions

The release of exact statistics (i.e., invariants) about a dataset causes a privacy

leakage amplification where the normal privacy leakage of a disclosure control

algorithm gets amplified when its output is combined with invariants. In this

paper, we extended the semantics of differential privacy to analyze this amplified

privacy leakage. The analysis required the use of group modification strategies

which are designed to remove information before any algorithm computes on the

data. The resulting privacy guarantees relate the posterior inference about an

individual in actuality compared to the private counterfactual world in which the

modification strategies were used.

We applied these results to the invariants under consideration for the 2020

Decennial Census of Population and Housing. The information leakage due to the

invariants is generally not quantifiable, but any subsequent leakage (e.g., when

the invariants are combined with the output of a differentially private algorithm)

can be quantified and separated into leakage due to disclosure control and leakage

due to the amplification caused by the invariants.
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APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 1

A.0.1 Formal definition of neighboring databases

We can represent any database D by its un-normalized histogram x P Z�|χ|. The

notation |χ| represents the cardinality of the set χ, from which database entries

(rows) are drawn, and Z� is the set of non-negative integers. Each entry in x, xi, is

the number of elements in the database D of type i P χ. The `1 norm of x is

||x||1 �
|χ|̧

i�1

|xi| . (A.1)

Observe that ||x||1 � N , the number of records in the database. Given two his-

tograms, x and y, ||x � y||1 measures the number of records that differ between

x and y. We define adjacent histograms as those with equal `1 norm and between

which the `1 distance is 2.

If x is the histogram representation of D, y is the histogram representation of

D1, and D1 is constructed from D by modifying exactly one row, then ||x||1 � ||y||1
and ||x�y||1 � 2. So, D andD1 are adjacent databases and x and y are the adjacent

histogram representations of D and D1, respectively. Some caution is required

when reviewing the related literature because definitions may be stated in terms

of adjacent databases or adjacent histograms.
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A.0.2 Translation of the Ghosh-Roth Model to Our Notation

In this appendix we show that the results in our Section 1.3, based on the defini-

tions in the text using database histograms and normalized queries, are equivalent

to the results in Ghosh and Roth (2015). In what follows, definitions and theorems

tagged GR refer to the original Ghosh and Roth (GR, hereafter) paper. Untagged

definitions and theorems refer to our results in the text.

GR model a database D P t0, 1un where there is a single bit, bi, taking values in

t0, 1u for a population of individuals i � 1, . . . , n. In GR-Definition 2.1, they define

a query release mechanism A pDq, a randomized algorithm that maps t0, 1un Ñ R,

as εi-differentially private if for all measurable subsets S of R and for any pair of

databases D and Dpiq such that H
�
D,Dpiq

� � 1

Pr rA pDq P Ss
Pr rA pDpiqq P Ss ¤ eεi

where H
�
D,Dpiq

�
is the Hamming distance between D and Dpiq. Notice that their

use of the Hamming distance to define neighboring databases is consistent with

our use of “bounded” differential privacy. However, this is not the standard defi-

nition of ε-differential privacy, which they take from Dwork et al. (2006), because

a “worst-case” extremum is not included. The parameter εi is specific to individ-

ual i. The amount of privacy loss algorithm A permits for individual i, whose bit

bi is the one that is toggled in Dpiq, is potentially different from the privacy loss

allowed for individual j � i, whose privacy loss may be εj ¡ εi from the same

algorithm. In this case, individual j could also achieve εj-differentially privacy if
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the parameter εi were substituted for εj . To refine this definition so that it also cor-

responds to an extremum with respect to each individual, GR-Definition 2.1 adds

the condition that algorithm A is εi-minimally differentially private with respect to

individual i if

εi � arg inf
ε

"
Pr rA pDq P Ss

Pr rA pDpiqq P Ss ¤ eε
*
,

which means that for individual i, the level of differential privacy afforded by

the algorithm A pDq is the smallest value of ε for which algorithm A achieves ε-

differential privacy for individual i. In GR εi-differentially private always means

εi-minimally differentially private.

GR-Fact 1, stated without proof, but see Dwork and Roth (2014, p. 42-43 ) for

a proof, says that εi-minimal differential privacy composes. That is, if algorithm

A pDq is εi-minimally differentially private, T � t1, . . . , nu , and D,DpT q P t0, 1un

with H
�
D,DpT q

� � |T |, then

Pr rA pDq P Ss
Pr rA pDpT qq P Ss ¤ et

°
iPT εiu,

where DpT q differs from D only on the indices in T .

In the population, the statistic of interest is an unnormalized query

s �
ņ

i�1

bi.

The εi-minimally differentially private algorithm A pDq delivers an output ŝ that

is a noisy estimate of s, where the noise is induced by randomness in the query

release mechanism embedded in A. Each individual in the population when of-

fered a payment pi ¡ 0 in exchange for the privacy loss εi ¡ 0 computes an
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individual privacy cost equal to υiεi, where υi ¡ 0, p � pp1, . . . , pnq P Rn
�, and υ �

pυ1, . . . , υnq P Rn
�.

GR define a mechanism M as a function that maps Rn
� � t0, 1un Ñ R � Rn

�

using an algorithm A pDq that is εi pυq-minimally differentially private to deliver

a query response ŝ P R and a vector of payments p pυq P Rn
�. GR-Definition 2.4

defines individually rational mechanisms. GR-Definition 2.5 defines dominant-

strategy truthful mechanisms. An individually rational, dominant-strategy truth-

ful mechanism M provides individual i with utility pi pυq � υiεi pυq ¥ 0 and

pi pυq � υiεi pυq ¥ pi
�
υ˜i, υ1i

� � υiεi
�
υ˜i, υ1i

�
for all υ1i P Rn

�, where υ˜i is the vec-

tor υ with element υi removed.

GR define k-accuracy in GR-Definition 2.6 using the deviation |ŝ� s| from the

output ŝ produced by algorithm A pDq using mechanism M as

Pr r|ŝ� s| ¥ ks ¤ 1

3
.

where we have reversed the direction of the inequalities and taken the comple-

mentary probability to show that this is the unnormalized version of our Defi-

nition 3 for a query sequence of length 1. GR also define the normalized query

accuracy level as α, which is identical to our usage in Definition 3.

GR-Theorem 3.1 uses the GR definitions of εi-minimal differential privacy, k-

accuracy, and GR-Fact 1 composition to establish that any differentially private

mechanism M that is
�
αn
4

�
-accurate must purchase privacy loss of at least εi ¥

1
αn

from at least H ¥ p1� αqn individuals in the population. GR-Theorem 3.3
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establishes the existence of a differentially private mechanism that is
�
1
2
� ln 3

�
αn-

accurate and selects a set of individuals H � t1, . . . , nu with εi � 1
αn

for all i P H
and |H| � p1� αqn.

In order to understand the implications of GR-Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 and

our arguments about the public-good properties of differential privacy, consider

the application of GR-Definition 2.3 (Lap pσq noise addition) to construct an ε-

differentially private response to the counting query based on GR-Theorem 3.3

with |H| � p1� αqn and the indices ordered such that H � t1, . . . , |H|u. The

resulting answer from the query response mechanism is

ŝ �
Ḩ

i�1

bi � αn

2
� Lap

�
1

ε



,

which is the counting query version of equation p1.3q in the text. Note the bias

correction term αn{2 is adjusted in equation p1.3q as necessitated by our use of�
α, 1

3

�
-accuracy. Because of GR-Theorem 3.3, we can use a common ε � 1

αn
in

equation p1.3q.

If this were not true, then we would have to consider query release mecha-

nisms that had different values of ε for each individual in the population and

therefore the value that enters equation p1.3q would be much more complicated.

To ensure that each individual in H received εi-minimally differential privacy, the

algorithm would have to use the smallest εi that was produced for any individ-

ual. In addition, the FairQuery and MinCostAuction algorithms described next

would not work because they depend upon being able to order the cost functions

υiεi by υi, which is not possible unless εi is a constant or υi and εi are perfectly
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positively correlated. Effectively, GR-Theorem 3.3 proves that achieving pα, βq-
accuracy with ε-differential privacy requires a mechanism in which everyone who

sells a data-use right gets the best protection (minimum εi over all i P H) offered to

anyone in the analysis sample. If a change in the algorithm’s parameters results in

a lower minimum εi, everyone who opts to use the new parameterization receives

this improvement. In addition, we argue in the text that when such mechanisms

are used by a government agency they are also non-excludable because exclusion

from the database violates equal protection provisions of the laws that govern

these agencies.

Next, GR analyze algorithms that achieve O panq-accuracy by purchasing ex-

actly 1
αn

units of privacy loss from exactly p1� αqn individuals. Their algorithms

FairQuery and MinCostAuction have the same basic structure:

• Sort the individuals in increasing order of their privacy cost, υ1 ¤ υ2 ¤ . . . ¤
υn.
• Find the cut-off value υk that either exhausts a budget constraint (FairQuery)

or meets an accuracy constraint (MinCostAuction).
• Assign the set H � t1, . . . , ku .
• Calculate the statistic ŝ using a differentially private algorithm that adds

Laplace noise with just enough dispersion to achieve the required differen-
tial privacy for the privacy loss purchased from the members of H .
• Pay all members of H the same amount, a function of υk�1; pay all others

nothing.

To complete the summary of GR, we note that GR-Theorem 4.1 establishes

that FairQuery is dominant-strategy truthful and individually rational. GR-

Proposition 4.4 establishes that FairQuery maximizes accuracy for a given total
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privacy purchase budget in the class of all dominant-strategy truthful, individu-

ally rational, envy-free, fixed-purchase mechanisms. GR-Proposition 4.5 proves

that their algorithm MinCostAuction is a VCG mechanism that is dominant-

strategy truthful, individually rational and O pαnq-accurate. GR-Theorem 4.6 pro-

vides a lower bound on the total cost of purchasing k units of privacy of kυk�1

GR-Theorem 5.1 establishes that for υ P Rn
�, no individually rational mechanism

can protect the privacy of valuations υ with pk, βq-accuracy for k   n
2
.

In our application of GR, we use N as the total population. Our γi is identical

to the GR υi. We define the query as a normalized query, which means that query

accuracy is defined in terms of α instead of k; hence, our implementation of the

VCG mechanism achieves pα, βqwhere the inclusion of β generalizes GR’s implicit

restriction to β � 1
3

in their accuracy definition. We define the individual amount

of privacy loss in the same manner as GR.
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Suppose a Bayesian adversary wants to learn the record R belonging to indi-

vidual i, from a confidential database, x. She has auxiliary information E that

includes traditional identifiers (e.g., name and address) along with other vari-

ables that can be used to match against data published via differential privacy.

The adversary has prior µ over the space of possible data vectors D. A data cus-

todian uses a bounded ε-differentially private mechanism M to publish output

Mpxq � ω. Bounded differential privacy mechanisms treat the total number of

records in the confidential database as public. Unbounded differential privacy

mechanisms inject noise into the total record count as well. The algorithms under

consideration for use with the 2020 Census are in the class of bounded differen-

tial privacy mechanisms. Upon observing ω and E, the adversary updates her

beliefs about R, the record of an individual i, using Bayes law. By the law of total

probability,

µpR � r|ω,Eq �
¸
zPD

µpR � r, z|ω,Eq

Note that

µpR � r, z|ω,Eq � µpR � r, ω, E|zqµpzq
µpω,Eq

� µpR � r, E|zqPrrMpzq � ωsµpzq°
yPD µpω,E|yqµpyq

� µpR � r, E|zqPrrMpzq � ωsµpzq°
yPD µpE|yqPrrMpyq � ωsµpyq ,
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where the second equality follows under the assumption that ω is conditionally

independent from R and E given z. The probability of observing ω given z is

completely determined by the coin flips of the mechanism. Hence,

µpR � r|ω,Eq �
°
zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpzq � ωs°

yPD µpE, yqPrrMpyq � ωs .

Now consider a hypothetical counterfactual where the mechanismM does not

use i’s record, and the adversary knows it. Instead M runs on x̃ � x�i Y rf the

data vector in which i’s record is removed from x and replaced by an arbitrary

default record, rf . In this case, the adversary’s updated beliefs are:

µ�ipR � r|ω,Eq �
°
zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpz̃q � ωs°

yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs .

The notation µ�i characterizes beliefs over x̃ derived from µ and knowledge that
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R has been removed and replaced by rf . We conclude the following:

µpR � r|ω,Eq
µ�ipR � r|ω,Eq
�
°
zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpzq � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpyq � ωs°
zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpz̃q � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs

�
°
zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpzq � ωs{°zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpz̃q � ωs°

yPD µpE, yqPrrMpyq � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs
¤
°
zPD µpR � r, E, zqeεPrrMpz̃q � ωs{°zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpz̃q � ωs°

yPD µpE, yqPrrMpyq � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs
pM is bounded ε-differentially private so

PrrMpzq � ωs
PrrMpz̃q � ωs ¤ eε.q

� eε
°
zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpz̃q � ωs{°zPD µpR � r, E, zqPrrMpz̃q � ωs°

yPD µpE, yqPrrMpyq � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs
pFactor out eε.q

� eε°
yPD µpE, yqPrrMpyq � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs

pThe summations in the numerator ratio cancel out.q

¤ eε°
yPD µpE, yqe�εPrrMpỹq � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs

pM is bounded ε-differentially private so
PrrMpyq � ωs
PrrMpỹq � ωs ¥ e�ε.q

� eε

e�ε
°
yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs{°yPD µpE, yqPrrMpỹq � ωs

pFactor out e�εq

� e2ε

pThe summations in the denominator ratio cancel out.q

Similarly, µpR�r|ω,Eq
µ�ipR�r|ω,Eq

¥ e�2ε.
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Proof of Equation 3.2 Proof.

πpRA � r1 |MpDq � ωq � πpRA � r1,MpDq � ωq
PrpMpDq � ωq

and similarly for πpRA � r2 | MpDq � ωq, πpRA � r1 | MpD1q � ωq, and πpRA �
r2 |MpD1q � ωq. Therefore

πpRA � r1 |MpDq � ωqLπpRA � r2 |MpDq � ωq
πpRA � r1 |MpD1q � ωqLπpRA � r2 |MpD1q � ωq

� πpRA � r1,MpDq � ωqLπpRA � r2,MpDq � ωq
πpRA � r1,MpD1q � ωqLπpRA � r2,MpD1q � ωq

�

°
dPXn

d s.t.RA�r1

πpD � dqPrpMpdq � ωq
M °

dPXn

d s.t.RA�r2

πpD � dqPrpMpdq � ωq

°
dPXn

d s.t.RA�r1

πpD � dqPrpMpd1q � ωq
M °

dPXn

d s.t.RA�r2

πpD � dqPrpMpd1q � ωq

P re�2ε, e2εs

because °
dPXn

d s.t.RA�r1

πpD � dqPrpMpdq � ωq
°
dPXn

d s.t.RA�r1

πpD � dqPrpMpd1q � ωq P re
�ε, eεs

and °
dPXn

d s.t.RA�r2

πpD � dqPrpMpd1q � ωq
°
dPXn

d s.t.RA�r2

πpD � dqPrpMpdq � ωq P re
�ε, eεs.
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Proof of Theorem 5 Proof. Let 1pq be the indicator function and denote the

dataset after the modification strategy as D1 � φApD�A, Iq or as d1 � φApd�A, Iq for

dataset realization d.

πpRA � r | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpRA � r | QpφApD�A, Iqq � I,MpI, φApD�A, Iqq � ωq
� πpRA � r | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpRA � r | QpD1q � I,MpI,D1q � ωq

�

°
dPXn

πpRA � r,Qpdq � I,MpI, dq � ω,D � dq°
dPXn

πpQpdq � I,MpI, dq � ω,D � dq
°
dPXn

πpRA � r,Qpd1 � I,MpI, d1q � ω,D � dq°
dPXn

πpQpd1q � I,MpI, d1q � ω,D � dq

�

°
dPXn

πpRA � r,D � dq1pQpdq � IqPrpMpI, dq � ωq°
dPXn

PrpMpI, dq � ωq1pQpdq � IqπpD � dq
°
dPXn

πpRA � r,D � dq1pQpd1q � IqPrpMpI, d1 � ωq°
dPXn

PrpMpI, d1q � ωq1pQpd1q � IqπpD � dq
P re�2ε, e2εs

because 1pQpdq � Iq � 1pQpd1q � Iq for all d as a result of the modification strategy

definition and PrpMpI, dq � ωq{P pMpI, d1q � ωq P re�ε, eεs and d, d1 differ by one

record. This proof reflects the deterministic case. For randomized φA, condition

on the randomness of φA until the end, and take the expectation with respect to

the randomness in φA.
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Proof of Theorem 6

Proof. Let 1pq be the indicator function and denote the dataset after the group

modification strategy as D1 � ϕSpD�S , Iq or as d1 � ϕSpd�S , Iq for dataset realiza-

tion d.

πpR � ~r | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpR � ~r | QpϕSpD�S , Iqq � I,MpI, ϕSpD�S , Iqq � ωq
� πpR � ~r | QpDq � I,MpI,Dq � ωq
πpR � ~r | QpD1q � I,MpI,D1q � ωq

�

°
dPXn

πpR � ~r,Qpdq � I,MpI, dq � ω,D � dq°
dPXn

πpQpdq � I,MpI, dq � ω,D � dq
°
dPXn

πpR � ~r,Qpd1q � I,MpI, d1q � ω,D � dq°
dPXn

πpQpd1q � I,MpI, d1 � ω,D � dq

�

°
dPXn

πpR � ~r,D � dq1pQpdq � IqPrpMpI, dq � ωq°
dPXn

PrpMpI, dq � ωq1pQpdq � IqπpD � dq
°
dPXn

πpR � ~r,D � dq1pQpd1q � IqPrpMpI, d1 � ωq°
dPXn

PrpMpI, d1, Iqq � ωq1pQpdq � IqπpD � dq
P re�2|S|ε, e2|S|εs

because 1pQpdq � Iq � 1pQpd1q � Iq for all d as a result of the group modification

strategy definition and PrpMpI, dq � ωq{P pMpI, d1q � ωq P re�ε|S|, e|S|εs as d and

d1 � ϕSpd�S , Iq differ by at most |S| records. This proof reflects the deterministic

case. For randomized ϕS , condition on the randomness of ϕS until the end and
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take the expectation with respect to the randomness in ϕS .
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